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Abstract
Let X be an infinite separable locally compact metric space with metric ρ and let f : X −→
X be a continuous weakly mixing map. Let β = sup
{
ρ(x, y) : {x, y} ⊂ X
}
. In this note, we
use a method which generalizes the classical construction of the Cantor ternary set in [0, 1] to
show (Theorem 4) that, for any countably infinite set {x1, x2, · · · } of points in X with compact
orbit closures Of (xi)’s (such points xi’s exist when X is compact), there exist an infinite setM
of positive integers and countably infinitely many pairwise disjoint Cantor sets S(1),S(2), · · ·
of totally transitive points of f in X such that (1) for any integers k ≥ 1 and s ≥ 0, k! divides
all sufficiently large integers in M and for any distinct points a1, a2, · · · , ak in S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j),
the set {(f × f × · · · × f)m+s
(
(a1, a2, · · · , ak)
)
: m ∈ M} is dense in X × X × · · · × X (k
times); (2) S is a dense β-scrambled set of fn for all n ≥ 1; (3) for any x in {x1, x2, · · · } and
any c in Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S), the set {x, c} is a (β/2)-scrambled set of f . Furthermore, if f has
a fixed point and δ = infn≥1
{
sup{ρ(fn(x), x) : x ∈ X}
}
≥ 0, then the above Cantor sets
S(1),S(2), · · · can be chosen to satisfy the additional property that Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S) is a dense
invariant δ-scrambled set of fn for all n ≥ 1. For continuous mixing maps on X , we have a
similar but stronger result (Theorem 5) which is used to show the existence of dense invariant
ξ-scrambled sets, where ξ > 0, for continuous transitive maps on an interval (Corollary 6)
although such transitive maps need not be mixing. A notion of chaos is also introduced.
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The problem on the existence of dense scrambled (invariant or not) sets for continuous (topo-
logically) weakly mixing maps on some nontrivial dynamical systems have long been addressed
by many people, e.g., Babilonova´ [2], Balibrea, Guirao and Oprocha [3], Boron´ski, Kupka and
Oprocha [4], Forys´, Huang, Li and Oprocha [10], Iwanik [13], Li and Ye [14]. Ruette [16], Xiong
and Yang [20] and Yuan and Lu¨ [21] and so on. In this note, we re-address this problem by a
different method which generalizes the classical construction of the Cantor ternary set in the unit
interval [0, 1] through any continuous (topologically) weakly mixing map on some metric space in
such way that at each stage we take ever more steps to construct sequences of finite unions of nested
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compact sets whose total sums of diameters tend to zero. Since our method works for any infinite
separable locally compact metric space, in the sequel, we let (X , ρ) denote any infinite separable
locally compact metric space with metric ρ.
Recall that, since X is separable, it has a countable dense subset and, since X is locally compact,
for each point x in X , there is an open neighborhood U of x such that the closure U is compact.
For infinite separable locally compact metric spaces, we have the following well-known result.
Lemma 1. Let X be an infinite separable locally compact metric space. Then, for any point x in
X and any open neighborhood U of x, there is an open neighborhood V of x such that the closure V
is compact and is contained in U . Furthermore, X has a countable basis of open sets with compact
closures.
Let f : X −→ X be a continuous map and let N denote the set of all positive integers. Let s ≥ 0
be an integer. For any point x0 and any nonempty open sets U and V in X , since we do not know
if f s(U) has nonempty interior, we define
N(x0, V ) = {n ∈ N : f
n(x0) ∈ V } and N
(
f s(U), V
)
= {n ∈ N : fn+s(U) ∩ V 6= ∅}.
We say that f is (topologically) transitive if, for any nonempty open sets W1 and W2 in X ,
there is a positive integer n such that W1 ∩ f
−n(W2) 6= ∅, or, equivalently, f
n(W1) ∩W2 6= ∅. So,
n ∈ N(W1,W2) 6= ∅. In this case, N(W1,W2) is actually an infinite subset of N. This fact will be
used in the proof of Lemma 3(2) below. We say that f is (topologically) totally transitive if fk is
(topologically) transitive for each k ≥ 1.
We say that f is (topologically) weakly mixing if f × f : X × X −→ X × X is (topologically)
transitive, i.e., for any nonempty open sets U1, U2, V1 and V2 in X , there exists a positive integer
n such that (f × f)n(U1 × U2) ∩ (V1 × V2) 6= ∅, i.e., f
n(U1) ∩ V1 6= ∅ and f
n(U2) ∩ V2 6= ∅, or,
equivalently, n ∈ N(U1, V1) ∩N(U2, V2) 6= ∅ (in particular, f is (topologically) transitive).
For continuous weakly mixing maps, we have the following well-known equivalent statements in
which (2) is the celebrated Furstenberg Intersection Lemma [11].
Lemma 2. Let (X , ρ) be an infinite separable locally compact metric space with metric ρ and let
f : X → X be a continuous weakly mixing map. Then the following statements are equivalent to
each other:
(1) f is continuous weakly mixing, i.e., f × f : X × X −→ X × X is transitive;
(2) for any integer n ≥ 2 and any nonempty open sets Uj , Vj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, in X , there exist
nonempty open sets Ûn and V̂n such that
∅ 6= N(Ûn, V̂n) ⊂ N(U1, V1) ∩N(U2, V2) ∩N(U3, V3) ∩ · · · ∩N(Un, Vn).
Consequently, the map f×f×· · ·×f(n times) : X×X×· · ·×X (n times) −→ X×X×· · ·×X (n
times) is transitive;
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(3) for any nonempty open sets U and V in X , the set N(U, V ) contains arbitrarily long string
of consecutive positive integers (this fact is needed in the proof of Lemma 3(1) below);
(4) f is transitive and, for any nonempty open set U in X , the set N(U, U) contains two consec-
utive positive integers;
(5) for any nonempty open sets U and V in X , the set N(U, V ) contains two consecutive positive
integers;
(6) f is transitive and, for any nonempty open set U in X , the set N(U, U) contains arbitrarily
long string of consecutive positive integers.
Proof. (4) −→ (5): Let U and V be any nonempty open sets in X . Since f is transitive, there
exists a positive integer k such that the set W = U ∩ f−k(V ) 6= ∅. It follows from the assumption
that there exist two consecutive positive integers n and n+1 such that {n, n+1} ⊂ N(W,W ). So,
there exist two points w1, w2 in W (⊂ U) such that {f
n(w1), f
n+1(w2)} ⊂ W (⊂ f
−k(V )). This
forces {fn+k(w1), f
n+k+1(w2)} ⊂ V . Therefore, {n+ k, n+ k + 1} ⊂ N(U, V ).
(5) −→ (6): The following proof is due to Huang and Ye [12]. Let U be any nonempty open set
in X . Assume that N(U, U) contains k ≥ 2 consecutive positive integers n, n+1, · · · , n+k−1. So,
U ∩ f−n(U) 6= ∅, U ∩ f−n−1(U) 6= ∅, · · · , U ∩ f−n−k+1(U) 6= ∅.
Since f is transitive, there exist positive integers j1, j2, · · · , jk−1 such that the sets
U ∩ f−n(U) 6= ∅,(
U ∩ f−n(U)
)
∩ f−j1(U ∩ f−n−1(U)) 6= ∅,(
(U ∩ f−n(U)) ∩ f−j1(U ∩ f−n−1(U))
)
∩ f−j2(U ∩ f−n−2(U)) 6= ∅,
...
...
and W =
(
U ∩ f−n(U)
)
∩ f−j1
(
U ∩ f−n−1(U)
)
∩ · · · ∩ f−jk−1
(
U ∩ f−n−k+1(U)
)
6= ∅.
By assumption, there exist two consecutive positive integers m and m+ 1 such that
W ∩ f−m(W ) 6= ∅ and W ∩ f−m−1(W ) 6= ∅. Therefore, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, we consider
W ⊂
(
U ∩ f−n(U)
)
∩ f−ji
(
U ∩ f−n−i(U)
)
and obtain that
∅ 6= W ∩ f−m(W ) ⊂
(
U ∩ f−ji(U ∩ f−n−i(U))
)
∩
(
f−m−n(U)
)
∩ f−m
(
f−ji(U ∩ f−n−i(U))
)
⊂
(
U ∩ f−ji(U)
)
∩
(
f−m−n(U)
)
∩
(
f−ji(f−m−n−i(U))
)
= U ∩ f−m−n(U) ∩ f−ji
(
U ∩ f−m−n−i(U)
)
and
∅ 6= W ∩ f−m−1(W ) ⊂
(
U ∩ f−ji(U ∩ f−n−i(U))
)
∩ f−m−1
(
f−ji(U ∩ f−n−i(U))
)
⊂ f−ji(U) ∩ f−ji(f−m−1(f−n−i(U))) = f−ji
(
U ∩ f−m−1−n−i(U)
)
.
In particular, we obtain that
U ∩ f−m−n(U) 6= ∅, U ∩ f−m−n−1(U) 6= ∅, U ∩ f−m−n−2(U) 6= ∅, · · · , and U ∩ f−m−n−k(U) 6= ∅,
i.e., N(U, U) contains the k+1 consecutive positive integers m+ n, m+ n+1, m+ n+2, · · · , and
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m+ n + k.
(6) −→ (1): Let U1, U2, V1, V2 be any nonempty open sets in X . Since f is transitive, there exist
positive integers k, j, i successively such that k < j < i and i > j − k > 0 and
U1 ∩ f
−k(U2) 6= ∅,
(
U1 ∩ f
−k(U2)
)
∩ f−j(V2) 6= ∅, and
(
(U1 ∩ f
−k(U2)) ∩ f
−j(V2)
)
∩ f−i(V1) 6= ∅.
Let W =
((
U1∩f
−k(U2)
)
∩f−j(V2)
)
∩f−i(V1). ThenW 6= ∅. By assumption, N(W,W ) contains
arbitrarily long consecutive positive integers, say, n, n+1, n+2, · · · , n+ i+k−j, · · · , n+ i−1, n+ i.
In particular, n ∈ N(W,W ). Let w1 be a point in W (⊂ U1) such that f
n(w1) ∈ W (⊂ f
−i(V1)).
So, fn+i(w1) ∈ V1, i.e., n + i ∈ N(U1, V1).
Furthermore, N(W,W ) contains n + i + k − j. Let w2 be a point in W (⊂ U1 ∩ f
−k(U2))
such that fn+i+k−j(w2) ∈ W (⊂ f
−j(V2)). Then w2 ∈ U1, f
k(w2) ∈ U2 and f
n+i(fk(w2)) =
fn+i+k(w2) ∈ f
j(W ) ⊂ V2. So, n + i ∈ N(U2, V2). This, combined with the above, implies that
n+ i ∈ N(U1, V1) ∩N(U2, V2). Therefore, f is weakly mixing. 
We shall base our method of constructing the appropriate scrambled sets on the following result
in which Part (1) is an easy consequence of Lemma 2(3) while Part (2) is essentially due to Akin
and Kolyada (see the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [1]).
Lemma 3. Let X be an infinite separable locally compact metric space and let f : X → X be a
continuous weakly mixing map. Then the following hold:
(1) For any integer n ≥ 2, let K1, K2, · · · , Kn be compact sets with nonempty interiors and
let V1, V2, · · · , Vn be nonempty open sets in X . Then there exist arbitrarily long string of
consecutive positive integers k and corresponding compact sets Kk,j ⊂ Kj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, with
nonempty interiors such that, for each such k, fk(Kk,j) ⊂ Vj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
(
Consequently,
for any integers ℓ ≥ 1 and i ≥ 0, we can choose in any one such long string of length > ℓ! + i,
an integer k′ + i such that ℓ! divides k′
)
.
(2) Suppose f has a point x0 in X whose orbit Of(x0) has compact closure Of(x0). Let s ≥ 0 be
an integer and let G(x0) be an open cover of Of(x0). Then there exists an (open) member,
say Gs(x0), of G(x0) such that, for any integer n ≥ 2, any compact sets Kj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, with
nonempty interiors, and any nonempty open sets Vj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, by considering the sets
K1, K2, · · · , Kn : V1, V2, · · · , Vn ; Gs(x0)
(
note this Gs(x0) at the end
)
,
there exist infinitly many positive integers ki = ki,n,s, i ≥ 1 and corresponding compact sets
Kki,j ⊂ Kj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, with nonempty interiors such that,
for each i ≥ 1, fki
(
f s(Kki,j)
)
⊂ Vj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n and f
ki(x0) ∈ Gs(x0).(
Since we only require the sets Kki,j’s to satisfy f
ki
(
f s(Kki,j)
)
⊂ Vj, we can choose them as
small as we wish
)
.
Proof. We only need to prove Part (2). Since G(x0) is an open cover of the compact set Of(x0), it
has a finite subcover, say, {G1, G2, · · · , Gm}. In particular, we have
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N(x0, G1) ∪N(x0, G2) ∪N(x0, G3) ∪ · · · ∪N(x0, Gm) = N.
Recall that s ≥ 0 is a given integer. Suppose, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, there exists nonempty open
setsWi and Ŵi in X such thatN
(
f s(Wi), Ŵi
)
∩N(x0, Gi) is a finite set of positive integers. Then, the
finite union
⋃m
i=1
(
N(f s(Wi), Ŵi) ∩ N(x0, Gi)
)
is finite. Since
⋃m
i=1
(
N(f s(Wi), Ŵi) ∩ N(x0, Gi)
)
⊃⋃m
i=1
(
(
⋂m
ℓ=1N(f
s(Wℓ), Ŵℓ))
⋂
N(x0, Gi)
)
=
(⋂m
ℓ=1N(f
s(Wℓ), Ŵℓ)
)
∩
(⋃m
i=1N(x0, Gi)
)
=⋂m
ℓ=1N
(
f s(Wℓ), Ŵℓ
)
, this implies that
⋂m
ℓ=1N
(
f s(Wℓ), Ŵℓ
)
is a finite set of positive integers. Since
k ∈
⋂m
ℓ=1N
(
Wℓ, Ŵℓ
)
and k > s if and only if k − s ∈
⋂m
ℓ=1N
(
f s(W), Ŵ
)
,
we obtain that
⋂m
ℓ=1N
(
Wℓ, Ŵℓ
)
is a finite set of positive integers.
However, it follows from Lemma 2(2) that there exist nonempty open sets Ŵ and Ŵ ′ such that
N(Ŵ , Ŵ ′) ⊂
⋂m
ℓ=1N
(
Wℓ, Ŵℓ
)
and so, N
(
Ŵ , Ŵ ′
)
is a finite set of positive integers which contradicts
the fact that f is weakly mixing and so transitive. Therefore, there exists one (open) member, say
Gs(x0), of G(x0) such that,
for any nonempty open sets W and W ′ in X ,
N
(
f s(W ),W ′
)
∩N
(
x0, Gs(x0)
)
is an infinite set of positive integers.
Now, for any n ≥ 2, any compact sets K1, K2, · · · , Kn with nonempty interiors and any
nonempty open sets V1, V2, · · · , Vn, by considering the nonempty interiors K
◦
j of Kj and nonempty
open sets Vj , it follows from Lemma 2(2) that there exist nonempty open sets U and V such that
N(U, V ) ⊂
⋂n
j=1N
(
K◦j , Vj
)
. Since, if k ∈ N
(
f s(U), V
)
, then k + s ∈ N(U, V ) ⊂
⋂n
j=1N
(
K◦j , Vj
)
which implies that k ∈
⋂n
j=1N
(
f s(K◦j ), Vj
)
, this shows that N
(
f s(U), V
)
⊂
⋂n
j=1N
(
f s(K◦j ), Vj
)
.
Since N
(
f s(U), V
)
∩N
(
x0, Gs(x0)
)
is an infinite set of positive integers, so is the larger set(⋂n
j=1N
(
f s(K◦j ), Vj
))
∩ N
(
x0, Gs(x0)
)
. Let < ki (= ki,n,s) >i≥1 be any infinite sequence of such
positive integers. Then, for any i ≥ 1 and all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, ki ∈ N(f
s(K◦j ), Vj) ∩ N(x0, Gs(x0)).
For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let ci,j be a point in K
◦
j such that f
ki+s(ci,j) ∈ Vj . By Lemma 1, there is
an open neighborhood Wj of f
ki+s(ci,j) such that the closure Wj is compact and Wj ⊂ Vj . For
each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let Eki,j be an open neighborhood of ci,j in K
◦
j such that f
ki+s(Eki,j) ⊂ Wj. Let
Kki,j = Eki,j. Then Kki,j is a compact subset of Kj such that K
◦
ki,j
= Eki,j 6= ∅. Therefore, we have
fki
(
f s(Kki,j)
)
= fki+s(Kki,j) = f
ki+s(Eki,j) = f
ki+s(Eki,j) ⊂Wj ⊂ Vj .
This shows that there exist infinitely many positive integers ki (= ki,n,s), i ≥ 1, and corresponding
compact sets Kki,j ⊂ Kj in X with nonempty interiors K
◦
ki,j
= Eki,j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that, for each
i ≥ 1, fki
(
f s(Kki,j)
)
⊂ Vj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n and f
ki(x0) ∈ Gs(x0).
Let M be an infinite set of positive integers. Let C be a nonempty set and v a point in X .
Following Mai [15], we say that the set C is synchronously proximal (M-synchronously proximal
respectively) to the point v if there exists a strictly increasing sequence < mi >i≥1 of positive
integers (in M respectively) such that the diameters of the sets fmi(C) ∪ {v} tend to zero as mi
tends to ∞. On the other hand, we say that C is dynamically synchronously proximal to the point
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v under f if there exists a strictly increasing sequence < ni >i≥1 of positive integers such that the
diameters of the sets fni
(
C∪{v}
)
tend to zero as ni tends to∞. It is possible that C is (dynamically
respectively) synchronously proximal to many different points. We say that C is a Cantor set if it
is compact, perfect and totally disconnected.
Let S be a subset of X with at least two distinct points and let η be a positive number. We say
that S is a 0-scrambled set of f if, for any two distinct points x and y in S, we have
lim inf
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
= 0 and lim sup
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
> 0
(
note that it is > 0, not ≥ 0
)
.
We say that S is an η-scrambled set of f if, for any two distinct points x and y in S, we have
lim inf
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
= 0 and lim sup
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
≥ η.
We say that S is an ∞-scrambled set of f if, for any two distinct points x and y in S, we have
lim inf
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
= 0 and lim sup
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
=∞.
Let β = η or β = ∞. Inspired by Xiong and Yang [20], we call S a β-scrambled set (with
respect to M) of f if, for any two distinct points x and y in S, we have
lim inf
n→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
= 0 and lim sup
n→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
≥ β.
In the following result, Part (1) is a generalization of a result of Ruette [16], Part (2) is well-
known and is an easy consequence of Part (1) while Parts (3), (4) & (5) are new. For the proof,
we shall base our arguments on a method which generalizes the classical construction of the Cantor
ternary set in the unit interval [0, 1]. In the classical construction, for each ℓ ≥ 1, at the ℓth-stage,
we take exactly one step while, in our construction, we take 1+ ℓ+2ℓ(ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1) · (ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
=
(2ℓ2 + 3ℓ+ 1) + (ℓ+ 1) · (ℓ+ 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
steps among which
the first step will be used to split each relevant compact set with nonempty interior into two
smaller compact subsets with nonempty interiors;
the steps from the 2nd through the
(
1 + ℓ
)th
will be used to verify Parts (3) & (5),
the steps from the
(
(1 + ℓ) + 1
)st
through the
(
(1 + ℓ) + 2ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
)st
will be used to confirm
Part (4), and
the steps from the
(
(1+ℓ+2ℓ(ℓ+1))+1
)st
through the
(
(1+ℓ+2ℓ(ℓ+1))+(ℓ+1) ·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1)st
will be used to establish Parts (1) & (2).
Theorem 4. Let (X , ρ) be an infinite separable locally compact metric space with metric ρ and let
f : X → X be a continuous weakly mixing map (so, X has no isolated points). Let β be defined by
β =
{
∞, if X is unbounded,
diam(X ) = sup
{
ρ(x, y) : {x, y} ⊂ X
}
, if X is bounded.
Let {v1, v2, v3, · · · } be a countably infinite subset of X (later when f has fixed points, after we
have shown that f is totally transitive, we shall choose these points vi’s to prove the existence of
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invariant scrambled sets of f) and let (if any) {x1, x2, x3, · · · } be a countably infinite set of points
in X whose orbits under f have compact closures.
Then there exist an infinite set M of positive integers and countably infinitely many pairwise
disjoint Cantor sets S(1), S(2), S(3), · · · of totally transitive points of f in X such that
(1) for any positive integer n, n! divides all sufficiently large integers in M and, for any in-
tegers k ≥ 1, s ≥ 0 and any distinct points a1, a2, a3, · · · , ak in S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j), the set
{Fm+sk
(
(a1, a2, a3, · · · , ak)
)
: m ∈M} is dense in Xk = X ×X ×· · ·×X (k times), where Fk :
Xk −→ Xk is the map defined by Fk
(
(x1, x2, x3, · · · , xk)
)
=
(
f(x1), f(x2), f(x3), · · · , f(xk)
)
.
In particular, the point (a1, a2, · · · , ak) is a totally transitive point of Fk for each k ≥ 1;
(2) the set S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j) is a dense β-scrambled set of fn in X for all n ≥ 1;
(3) for any integers r ≥ 1 and s ≥ 0, the set
⋃r
j=1 S
(j) is M-synchronously proximal to vm for all
m ≥ 1 and the set f s
(⋃r
j=1 S
(j)
)
is dynamically synchronously proximal to xm (if exist) for
all m ≥ 1;
(4) if {x1, x2, x3, · · · } 6= ∅, then, for any point x in the set {x1, x2, x3, · · · } and any point c in the
set Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S), we have
lim inf
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(c)
)
= 0 and lim sup
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(c)
)
≥ β/2,
i.e., the set {x, c} is a (β/2)-scrambled set of f in X ;
(5) if f has a fixed point and δ = infn≥1
{
sup{ρ(fn(x), x) : x ∈ X}
}
≥ 0, then the above Cantor
sets S(1),S(2),S(3), · · · of totally transitive points of f can be chosen so that Parts (1), (2),
(3) & (4) hold and the set Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S) is a dense invariant δ-scrambled set of fn in X for
all n ≥ 1.
Proof. For simplicity, in the following proof, we assume that f has points xi’s with compact orbit
closures Of(xi)’s (such points exist when X is compact), otherwise, skip all arguments pertaining
to the points xi’s.
Firstly, we introduce some notations.
Since X is a separable metric space, it has a countable open base, say U1, U2, U3, · · · .
Let a1, a2, a3, · · · and b1, b2, b3, · · · be two sequences of points in X such that
lim
n→∞
ρ(an, bn) = β =
{
∞, if X is unbounded,
diam(X ) = sup
{
ρ(x, y) : {x, y} ⊂ X
}
, if X is bounded.
Let {v1, v2, v3, · · · } be a countably infinite subset of X (later we shall choose these points vi’s
to show the existence of invariant scrambled sets when the weakly mixing map f has a fixed point).
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For any point x0 in X and any positive integer n, let Vn(x0) denote a nonempty open set in X
of diameter < 1/n which contains the point x0.
For any integers s ≥ 0, m ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1, let Gs,k(xm) be a cover of Of(xm) of open sets with
diameters < 1/k. It follows from lemma 3(2) that there exists a member Gs,k(xm) of Gs,k(xm) with
diameter < 1/k such that, for any integer n ≥ 2, any compact sets K1, K2, · · · , Kn with nonempty
interiors and any nonempty open sets V1, V2, · · · , Vn in X , the set(
N(f s(K1), V1) ∩N(f
s(K2), V2) ∩ · · · ∩N(f
s(Kn), Vn)
)⋂
N
(
xm, Gs,k(xm)
)
is an infinite set of positive integers.
For any integers s ≥ 0,m ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1, let Ĝs,k(xm) be a nonempty open set in X with diameter
< 1/k such that the distance dist
(
Gs,k(xm), Ĝs,k(xm)
)
= inf
{
ρ(x, y) : x ∈ Gs,k(xm), y ∈ Ĝs,k(xm)
}
between Gs,k(xm) and Ĝs,k(xm) satisfies
lim
k→∞
dist
(
Gs,k(xm), Ĝs,k(xm)
)
≥
β
2
=
{
∞, if X is unbounded,
1
2
diam(X ), if X is bounded.
We now start the construction which is somewhat mechanical and maybe a little boring. How-
ever, once you get the hang of it, many steps can be eliminated.
At the first stage,
let n1 be any positive integer and let K
(1,1,0)
0 and K
(1,1,0)
1 be any two disjoint compact sets in U1
with nonempty interiors
(
the number 1 in the superscript (1, ∗, ∗) indicates that these sets lie in U1
and the number 1 in the superscript (∗, 1, ∗) means that these sets are obtained at the first stage
)
.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 22 sets with nonempty interiors
K
(1,1,0)
0 , K
(1,1,0)
0 , K
(1,1,0)
1 , K
(1,1,0)
1 : Vn1(a1), Vn1(b1), Vn1(a1), Vn1(b1)
(
note the subscripts of K(1,1,0)...
)
,
we obtain an integer k1,1 (> n1) with 1! dividing k1,1 (the number 1 in the subscript (1,*) of k1,∗
indicates that this number is obtained at the first stage) and 22 pairwise disjoint compact sets
K
(1,1,1)
00 and K
(1,1,1)
01 in K
(1,1,0)
0 , K
(1,1,1)
10 and K
(1,1,1)
11 in K
(1,1,0)
1 , with nonempty interiors such that
each diameter is so smaller than 1/23 that
the open set U2 \
(
K
(1,1,1)
00 ∪K
(1,1,1)
01 ∪K
(1,1,1)
10 ∪K
(1,1,1)
11
)
is nonempty and,
for all α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1,
fk1,1
(
K
(1,1,1)
α0α1
)
⊂Wn1(α1), where Wn1(0) = Vn1(a1) and Wn1(1) = Vn1(b1), and 1! divides k1,1.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 22 sets with nonempty interiors
K
(1,1,1)
00 , K
(1,1,1)
01 , K
(1,1,1)
10 , K
(1,1,1)
11 : Vn1(v1), Vn1(v1), Vn1(v1), Vn1(v1),
we obtain an integer k1,2 (> k1,1) with 1! dividing k1,2 and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,1,2)
α0α1 ⊂
8
K
(1,1,1)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, with nonempty interiors such that
fk1,2
(
K
(1,1,2)
00 ∪K
(1,1,2)
01 ∪K
(1,1,2)
10 ∪K
(1,1,2)
11
)
⊂ Vn1(v1) and 1! divides k1,2.
By applying Lemma 3(2) to the following 2 · 22 + 1 sets with nonempty interiors and s = 0
K
(1,1,2)
00 , K
(1,1,2)
01 , K
(1,1,2)
10 , K
(1,1,2)
11 : G0,n1(x1), G0,n1(x1), G0,n1(x1), G0,n1(x1); G0,n1(x1),
we obtain an integer k1,3 (> k1,2) and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,1,3)
α0α1 ⊂ K
(1,1,2)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1,
α1 = 0, 1, with nonempty interiors such that
fk1,3
(
K
(1,1,3)
00 ∪K
(1,1,3)
01 ∪K
(1,1,3)
10 ∪K
(1,1,3)
11
)
⊂ G0,n1(x1) and f
k1,3(x1) ∈ G0,n1(x1).
By applying Lemma 3(2) to the following 2 · 22 + 1 sets with nonempty interiors and s = 1
K
(1,1,3)
00 , K
(1,1,3)
01 , K
(1,1,3)
10 , K
(1,1,3)
11 : G1,n1(x1), G1,n1(x1), G1,n1(x1), G1,n1(x1); G1,n1(x1),
we obtain an integer k1,4 (> k1,3) and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,1,4)
α0α1 ⊂ K
(1,1,3)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1,
α1 = 0, 1, with nonempty interiors such that
fk1,4
(
f(K
(1,1,4)
00 ) ∪ f(K
(1,1,4)
01 ) ∪ f(K
(1,1,4)
10 ) ∪ f(K
(1,1,4)
11 )
)
⊂ G1,n1(x1) and f
k1,4(x1) ∈ G1,n1(x1).
By applying Lemma 3(2) to the following 2 · 22 + 1 sets with nonempty interiors and s = 0
K
(1,1,4)
00 , K
(1,1,4)
01 , K
(1,1,4)
10 , K
(1,1,4)
11 : Ĝ0,n1(x1), Ĝ0,n1(x1), Ĝ0,n1(x1), Ĝ0,n1(x1); G0,n1(x1),
we obtain an integer k1,5 (> k1,4) and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,1,5)
α0α1 ⊂ K
(1,1,4)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1,
α1 = 0, 1, with nonempty interiors such that
fk1,5
(
K
(1,1,5)
00 ∪K
(1,1,5)
01 ∪K
(1,1,5)
10 ∪K
(1,1,5)
11
)
⊂ Ĝ0,n1(x1) and f
k1,5(x1) ∈ G0,n1(x1).
By applying Lemma 3(2) to the following 2 · 22 + 1 sets with nonempty interiors and s = 1
K
(1,1,5)
00 , K
(1,1,5)
01 , K
(1,1,5)
10 , K
(1,1,5)
11 : Ĝ1,n1(x1), Ĝ1,n1(x1), Ĝ1,n1(x1), Ĝ1,n1(x1); G1,n1(x1),
we obtain an integer k1,6 (> k1,5) and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,1,6)
α0α1 ⊂ K
(1,1,5)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1,
α1 = 0, 1, with nonempty interiors such that
fk1,6
(
f(K
(1,1,6)
00 ) ∪ f(K
(1,1,6)
01 ) ∪ f(K
(1,1,6)
10 ) ∪ f(K
(1,1,6)
11 )
)
⊂ Ĝ1,n1(x1) and f
k1,6(x1) ∈ G1,n1(x1).
Now, there are 24 = 16 finite sequences of 4 elements from the set {U1, U2}. We label them as
W
(1)
1,1 ,W
(1)
1,2 ,W
(1)
1,3 ,W
(1)
1,4 ;W
(1)
2,1 ,W
(1)
2,2 ,W
(1)
2,3 ,W
(1)
2,4 ;W
(1)
3,1 ,W
(1)
3,2 ,W
(1)
3,3 ,W
(1)
3,4 ; · · · , W
(1)
16,1, W
(1)
16,2, W
(1)
16,3, W
(1)
16,4
(the number 1 in the superscript of W
(1)
∗,∗ indicates that these sets are considered at the first stage).
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 22 sets with nonempty interiors
K
(1,1,6)
00 , K
(1,1,6)
01 , K
(1,1,6)
10 , K
(1,1,6)
11 : W
(1)
1,1 ,W
(1)
1,2 ,W
(1)
1,3 ,W
(1)
1,4 ,
we obtain an integer k1,7 (> k1,6) with 1! dividing k1,7 and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,1,7)
α0α1 ⊂
K
(1,1,6)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, with nonempty interiors such that
fk1,7
(
K
(1,1,7)
00
)
⊂W
(1)
1,1 , f
k1,7
(
K
(1,1,7)
01
)
⊂W
(1)
1,2 ,
fk1,7
(
K
(1,1,7)
10
)
⊂W
(1)
1,3 , f
k1,7
(
K
(1,1,7)
11
)
⊂W
(1)
1,4 and 1! divides k1,7.
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By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 22 sets with nonempty interiors
K
(1,1,7)
00 , K
(1,1,7)
01 , K
(1,1,7)
10 , K
(1,1,7)
11 : W
(1)
2,1 ,W
(1)
2,2 ,W
(1)
2,3 ,W
(1)
2,4 ,
we obtain an integer k1,8 (> k1,7) with 1! dividing k1,8 and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,1,8)
α0α1 ⊂
K
(1,1,7)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, with nonempty interiors such that
fk1,8
(
K
(1,1,8)
00
)
⊂W
(1)
2,1 , f
k1,8
(
K
(1,1,8)
01
)
⊂W
(1)
2,2 ,
fk1,8
(
K
(1,1,8)
10
)
⊂W
(1)
2,3 , f
k1,8
(
K
(1,1,8)
11
)
⊂W
(1)
2,4 and 1! divides k1,8.
Similar arguments imply that there exist positive integers (k1,6 <) k1,7 < k1,8 < k1,9 < · · · <
k1,21 < k1,22 and compact sets (with nonempty interiors) (K
(1,1,6)
α0α1 ⊃)K
(1,1,7)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(1,1,8)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(1,1,9)
α0α1 ⊃
· · · ⊃ K
(1,1,21)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(1,1,22)
α0α1 , α = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, such that, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 16,
fk1,6+r
(
K
(1,1,6+r)
00
)
⊂W (1)r,1 , f
k1,6+r
(
K
(1,1,6+r)
01
)
⊂W (1)r,2 , f
k1,6+r
(
K
(1,1,6+r)
10
)
⊂W (1)r,3 ,
fk1,6+r
(
K
(1,1,6+r)
11
)
⊂W
(1)
r,4 and 1! divides k1,6+r for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 16.
Consequently, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 24, by relabelling the sets K
(1,1,6+r)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, in a
way independent of r (e.g., depending only on α0 and α1) as K̂
(1)
r,1 , K̂
(1)
r,2 , K̂
(1)
r,3 , K̂
(1)
r,4 , we obtain that,
for any open sets Ŵ
(1)
1 , Ŵ
(1)
2 , Ŵ
(1)
3 , Ŵ
(1)
4 in {U1, U2}, there exists an integer 1 ≤ rˆ0 ≤ 2
4 such that
1! divides k1,6+rˆ0 and f
k1,6+rˆ0
(
K̂
(1)
rˆ0,t
)
⊂ Ŵ
(1)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 4.
LetW
(1)
1,1 ,W
(1)
1,2 ,W
(1)
1,3 ,W
(1)
1,4 ;W
(1)
2,1 ,W
(1)
2,2 ,W
(1)
2,3 ,W
(1)
2,4 ;W
(1)
3,1 ,W
(1)
3,2 ,W
(1)
3,3 ,W
(1)
3,4 ; · · · ,W
(1)
16,1,W
(1)
16,2,W
(1)
16,3,
W
(1)
16,4 be 2
4 = 16 sequences of 4 elements in {U1, U2} defined as above.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 22 sets with nonempty interiors
K
(1,1,22)
00 , K
(1,1,22)
01 , K
(1,1,22)
10 , K
(1,1,22)
11 : W
(1)
1,1 ,W
(1)
1,2 ,W
(1)
1,3 ,W
(1)
1,4 ,
we obtain an integer k1,23 + 1 (> k1,22 + 1) with 1! dividing k1,23 and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact
sets K
(1,1,23)
α0α1 ⊂ K
(1,1,22)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, with nonempty interiors such that
fk1,23
(
f(K
(1,1,23)
00 )
)
= fk1,23+1
(
K
(1,1,23)
00
)
⊂W
(1)
1,1 , f
k1,23
(
f(K
(1,1,23)
01 )
)
= fk1,23+1
(
K
(1,1,23)
01
)
⊂W
(1)
1,2 ,
fk1,23
(
f(K
(1,1,23)
10 )
)
= fk1,23+1
(
K
(1,1,23)
10
)
⊂W
(1)
1,3 , f
k1,23
(
f(K
(1,1,23)
11 )
)
= fk1,23+1
(
K
(1,1,23)
11
)
⊂W
(1)
1,4 ,
and 1! divides k1,23.
Similar arguments imply that there exist positive integers (k1,22 <) k1,23 < k1,24 < k1,25 <
· · · < k1,37 < k1,38 and compact sets (with nonempty interiors) (K
(1,1,22)
α0α1 ⊃)K
(1,1,23)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(1,1,24)
α0α1 ⊃
K
(1,1,25)
α0α1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ K
(1,1,37)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(1,1,38)
α0α1 , α = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, such that, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 16,
fk1,22+r
(
f(K
(1,1,22+r)
00 )
)
= fk1,22+r+1
(
K
(1,1,22+r)
00
)
⊂ W
(1)
r,1 ,
fk1,22+r
(
f(K
(1,1,22+r)
01 )
)
= fk1,22+r+1
(
K
(1,1,22+r)
01
)
⊂ W
(1)
r,2 ,
fk1,22+r
(
f(K
(1,1,22+r)
10 )
)
= fk1,22+r+1
(
K
(1,1,22+r)
10
)
⊂ W
(1)
r,3 ,
10
fk1,22+r
(
f(K
(1,1,22+r)
11 )
)
= fk1,22+r+1
(
K
(1,1,22+r)
11
)
⊂ W
(1)
r,4 ,
and 1! divides k1,22+r for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 16.
Consequently, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 24, by relabelling the sets K
(1,1,6+r)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, in a
way independent of r (e.g., depending only on α0 and α1) as K˜
(1)
r,1 , K˜
(1)
r,2 , K˜
(1)
r,3 , K˜
(1)
r,4 , we obtain that,
for any open sets W˜
(1)
1 , W˜
(1)
2 , W˜
(1)
3 , W˜
(1)
4 in {U1, U2}, there exists an integer 1 ≤ rˆ1 ≤ 2
4 such that
1! divides k1,22+rˆ1 and f
k1,22+rˆ1
(
f(K˜
(1)
r˜1,t
)
)
⊂ W˜
(1)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 4.
Since, for each α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, we have K
(1,1,0)
α0 ⊃ K
(1,1,1)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(1,1,2)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(1,1,3)
α0α1 ⊃ · · ·
⊃ K
(1,1,37)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(1,1,38)
α0α1 , we can summarize the arguments in the (above) first stage as follows:
Let n1 be any positive integer and let K
(1,1,0)
0 and K
(1,1,0)
1 be any two disjoint
compact sets in U1 with nonempty interiors. By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 22 sets
K
(1,1,0)
0 , K
(1,1,0)
0 , K
(1,1,0)
1 , K
(1,1,0)
1 ; Vn1(a1), Vn1(b1), Vn1(a1), Vn1(b1), we obtain
a positive integer k1,1 (> n1) with 1! dividing k1,1 and 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets
with nonempty interiors
K
(1,1,1)
00 and K
(1,1,1)
01 in K
(1,1,0)
0 and, K
(1,1,1)
10 and K
(1,1,1)
11 in K
(1,1,0)
1 such that
each diameter is so smaller than 1/23 that
the open set U2 \
(
K
(1,1,1)
00 ∪K
(1,1,1)
01 ∪K
(1,1,1)
10 ∪K
(1,1,1)
11
)
is nonempty and,
for all α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, we have
fk1,1
(
K
(1,1,1)
α0α1
)
⊂Wn1(α1), where Wn1(0) = Vn1(a1) and Wn1(1) = Vn1(b1).
Start with K
(1,1,1)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, by applying Lemma 3(1) and Lemma 3(2) successively and
appropriately, we obtain 1 + 1 + 4 + 16 + 16 = 38 integers (n1 <) k1,1 < k1,2 < · · · < k1,37 < k1,38 and
22 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,1,38)
α0α1 , α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1 with nonempty interiors, such that
1! divides k1,i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and all 6 + 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 + 2 · 24 = 38,
fk1,1
(
K
(1,1,38)
α0α1
)
⊂Wn1(α1), where Wn1(0) = Vn1(a1) and Wn1(1) = Vn1(b1),
fk1,2
(
K
(1,1,38)
α0α1
)
⊂ Vn1(v1),
fk1,3
(
K
(1,1,38)
α0α1
)
⊂ G0,n1(x1) and f
k1,3(x1) ∈ G0,n1(x1),
fk1,4
(
f(K
(1,1,38)
α0α1 )
)
⊂ G1,n1(x1) and f
k1,4(x1) ∈ G1,n1(x1),
fk1,5
(
K
(1,1,38)
α0α1
)
⊂ Ĝ0,n1(x1) and f
k1,5(x1) ∈ G0,n1(x1),
fk1,6
(
f(K
(1,1,38)
α0α1 )
)
⊂ Ĝ1,n1(x1) and f
k1,6(x1) ∈ G1,n1(x1),
In the following, {
(
W
(1)
i,1 ,W
(1)
i,2 ,W
(1)
i,3 ,W
(1)
i,4
)
: 1 ≤ i ≤ 16} is the collection of all finite sequences of
4 elements from the set {U1, U2}.
fk1,7 (K
(1,1,38)
00 ) ⊂ W
(1)
1,1 , f
k1,7 (K
(1,1,38)
01 ) ⊂ W
(1)
1,2 , f
k1,7 (K
(1,1,38)
10 ) ⊂ W
(1)
1,3 , f
k1,7 (K
(1,1,38)
11 ) ⊂ W
(1)
1,4 ,
fk1,8 (K
(1,1,38)
00 ) ⊂ W
(1)
2,1 , f
k1,8 (K
(1,1,38)
01 ) ⊂ W
(1)
2,2 , f
k1,8 (K
(1,1,38)
10 ) ⊂ W
(1)
2,3 , f
k1,8(K
(1,1,38)
11 ) ⊂ W
(1)
2,4 ,
fk1,9 (K
(1,1,38)
00 ) ⊂ W
(1)
3,1 , f
k1,9 (K
(1,1,38)
01 ) ⊂ W
(1)
3,2 , f
k1,9 (K
(1,1,38)
10 ) ⊂ W
(1)
3,3 , f
k1,9(K
(1,1,38)
11 ) ⊂ W
(1)
3,4 ,
..
.
..
.
fk1,22 (K
(1,1,38)
00 ) ⊂ W
(1)
16,1, f
k1,22 (K
(1,1,38)
01 ) ⊂W
(1)
16,2, f
k1,22 (K
(1,1,38)
10 ) ⊂ W
(1)
16,3, f
k1,22 (K
(1,1,38)
11 ) ⊂W
(1)
16,4,
and 1! divides k1,6+r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ 16.
fk1,23
(
f(K
(1,1,38)
00 )
)
⊂ W
(1)
1,1 , f
k1,23
(
f(K
(1,1,38)
01 )
)
⊂W
(1)
1,2 , f
k1,23
(
f(K
(1,1,38)
10 )
)
⊂ W
(1)
1,3 , f
k1,23
(
f(K
(1,1,38)
11 )
)
⊂ W
(1)
1,4 ,
fk1,24 (f(K
(1,1,38)
00 )) ⊂W
(1)
2,1 , f
k1,24 (f(K
(1,1,38)
01 )) ⊂W
(1)
2,2 , f
k1,24 (f(K
(1,1,38)
10 )) ⊂ W
(1)
2,3 , f
k1,24 (f(K
(1,1,38)
11 )) ⊂W
(1)
2,4 ,
fk1,25 (f(K
(1,1,38)
00 )) ⊂W
(1)
3,1 , f
k1,25 (f(K
(1,1,38)
01 )) ⊂W
(1)
3,2 , f
k1,25 (f(K
(1,1,38)
10 )) ⊂ W
(1)
3,3 , f
k1,25 (f(K
(1,1,38)
11 )) ⊂W
(1)
3,4 ,
11
...
...
fk1,38 (f(K
(1,1,38)
00 )) ⊂W
(1)
16,1, f
k1,38 (f(K
(1,1,38)
01 )) ⊂ W
(1)
16,2, f
k1,38 (f(K
(1,1,38)
10 )) ⊂ W
(1)
16,3, f
k1,38 (f(K
(1,1,38)
11 )) ⊂ W
(1)
16,4,
and 1! divides k1,22+r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ 16.
As a consequence from the 7th step to the 22nd step, for each integer 1 ≤ r ≤ 24 = 16, we relabel the
sets K
(1, 1, 6+r)
α0α1 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, in a way indepedent of r as K̂
(1)
r,1 , K̂
(1)
r,2 , K̂
(1)
r,3 , K̂
(1)
r,4 , we obtain
that, for any open sets Ŵ
(1)
1 , Ŵ
(1)
2 , Ŵ
(1)
3 , Ŵ
(1)
4 in {U1, U2}, there exists an integer 1 ≤ rˆ0 ≤ 2
4 = 16
such that 1! divides k1,6+rˆ0 and f
k1,6+rˆ0
(
K̂
(1)
rˆ0,t
)
⊂ Ŵ
(1)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 4.
As a consequence from the 23rd step to the 38th step, for each integer 1 ≤ r ≤ 24 = 16, we relabel the
sets K
(1, 1, 22+r)
α0α1 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, in a way indepedent of r as K˜
(1)
r,1 , K˜
(1)
r,2 , K˜
(1)
r,3 , K˜
(1)
r,4 , we obtain
that, for any open sets W˜
(1)
1 , W˜
(1)
2 , W˜
(1)
3 , W˜
(1)
4 in {U1, U2}, there exists an integer 1 ≤ r˜1 ≤ 2
4 = 16
such that 1! divides k1,22+r˜0 and f
k1,22+r˜1
(
f(K˜
(1)
r˜1,t
)
)
⊂ W˜
(1)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 4.
At the second stage,
let n2 be any positive integer such that n2 > k1,38. For each α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, let K
(1,2,0)
α0α1 =
K
(1,1,23)
α0α1 . Since the open set, as indicated above,
U2 \
(
K
(1,2,0)
00 ∪K
(1,2,0)
01 ∪K
(1,2,0)
10 ∪K
(1,2,0)
11
)
= U2 \
(
K
(1,1,23)
00 ∪K
(1,1,23)
01 ∪K
(1,1,23)
10 ∪K
(1,1,23)
11
)
⊃ U2 \
(
K
(1,1,1)
00 ∪K
(1,1,1)
01 ∪K
(1,1,1)
10 ∪K
(1,1,1)
11
)
is nonempty,
let K
(2,2,0)
00 , K
(2,2,0)
01 , K
(2,2,0)
10 , K
(2,2,0)
11 be any 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets with nonempty interiors
in U2 \
(
K
(1,2,0)
00 ∪K
(1,2,0)
01 ∪K
(1,2,0)
10 ∪K
(1,2,0)
11
) (
note that the number j in the superscript (j, ∗, ∗) of
K
(j,∗,∗)
α0α1 indicates that these sets lie in Uj , j = 1, 2 and the number 2 in the superscript (∗, 2, ∗) of
K
(∗,2,∗)
α0α1 means that these sets are obtained at the second stage and so on
)
.
In the following, let
(
K
(1,2,0)
00
)2
denote K
(1,2,0)
00 , K
(1,2,0)
00 and let
(
Vn2(a2), Vn2(b2)
)8
denote 8 copies
of (Vn2(a2), Vn2(b2)) and so on.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 24 sets with nonempty interiors
(
note the sub-
scripts of K(j,2,0)... ’s, j = 1, 2, and note that here we not only consider the 2
2 just found compact
sets K
(1,2,0)
00 , K
(1,2,0)
01 , K
(1,2,0)
10 , K
(1,2,0)
11 from U1, we also consider the 2
2 newly chosen compact sets
K
(2,2,0)
00 , K
(2,2,0)
01 , K
(2,2,0)
10 , K
(2,2,0)
11 from U2
)
(
K
(1,2,0)
α0α1
)2
, αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 1;
(
K
(2,2,0)
α0α1
)2
, αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 1 :
(
Vn2(a2), Vn2(b2)
)8
,
i.e., (K
(1,2,0)
00 )
2, (K
(1,2,0)
01 )
2, (K
(1,2,0)
10 )
2, (K
(1,2,0)
11 )
2; (K
(2,2,0)
00 )
2, (K
(2,2,0)
01
)2
,
(
K
(2,2,0)
10 )
2, (K
(2,2,0)
11 )
2 : (Vn2(a2), Vn2(b2))
8,
we obtain an integer k2,1 (> n2 > k1,38)
(
the number 2 in the subscript (2, ∗) of k2,∗ indicates that
this number k2,∗ is obtained at the second stage
)
with 2! dividing k2,1 and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint
compact sets K
(j,2,1)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,0)
α0α1 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
each diameter is so smaller than 1/25 that the open set
U3 \
(⋃{
K
(j,2,1)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
is nonempty and
12
fk2,1
(⋃
αi=0,1, 0≤i≤2
(K
(1,2,1)
α0α1α2 ∪K
(2,2,1)
α0α1α2)
)
⊂Wn2(α2),
where Wn2(0) = Vn2(a2) and Wn2(1) = Vn2(b2), and 2! divides k2,1.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 24 sets with nonempty interiors
K
(1,2,1)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, K
(2,2,1)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 :
(
Vn2(v1)
)16
,
we obtain an integer k2,2 (> k2,1) with 2! dividing k2,2 and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets
K
(j,2,2)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,1)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,2
(
∪
{
K(j,2,2)α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Vn2(v1) and 2! divides k2,2.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 24 sets with nonempty interiors
K
(1,2,2)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, K
(2,2,2)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 :
(
Vn2(v2)
)16
,
we obtain an integer k2,3 (> k2,2) with 2! dividing k2,3 and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets
K
(j,2,3)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,2)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,3
(
∪
{
K(j,2,3)α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Vn2(v2) and 2! divides k2,3.
By applying Lemma 3(2) to the following 2 · 24 + 1 sets with nonempty interiors and s = 0
K
(j,2,3)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 :
(
G0,n2(x1)
)16
; G0,n2(x1)
we obtain an integer k2,4 (> k2,3) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,4)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,3)
α0α1α2 ,
α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,4
(
∪
{
K(j,2,4)α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G0,n2(x1) and f
k2,4(x1) ∈ G0,n2(x1).
By applying Lemma 3(2) to the following 2 · 24 + 1 sets with nonempty interiors and s = 1
K
(j,2,4)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 :
(
G1,n2(x1)
)16
; G1,n2(x1),
we obtain an integer k2,5 (> k2,4) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,5)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,4)
α0α1α2 ,
αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,5
(
∪
{
f
(
K(j,2,5)α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G1,n2(x1) and f
k2,5(x1) ∈ G1,n2(x1).
By applying Lemma 3(2) to the following 2 · 24 + 1 sets with nonempty interiors and s = 2
K
(j,2,5)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 :
(
G2,n2(x1)
)16
; G2,n2(x1),
we obtain an integer k2,6 (> k2,5) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets with nonempty interiors
K
(j,2,6)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,5)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, such that
fk2,6
(
∪
{
f 2
(
K(j,2,6)α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G2,n2(x1) and f
k2,6(x1) ∈ G2,n2(x1).
By applying Lemma 3(2) to the following 2 · 24 + 1 sets with nonempty interiors and s = 0
K
(j,2,6)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 :
(
Ĝ0,n2(x1)
)16
; G0,n2(x1),
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we obtain an integer k2,7 (> k2,6) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,7)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,6)
α0α1α2 ,
αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,7
(
∪
{
K(j,2,7)α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ0,n2(x1) and f
k2,7(x1) ∈ G0,n2(x1),
By similar arguments as the previous paragraph with appropriateGs,n2(x1) replaced by Ĝs,n2(x1),
we obtain an integer k2,8 (> k2,7) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,8)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,7)
α0α1α2 ,
αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,8
(
∪
{
f
(
K(j,2,8)α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ1,n2(x1) and f
k2,8(x1) ∈ G1,n2(x1), and
an integer k2,9 (> k2,8) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,9)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,8)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,9
(
∪
{
f 2
(
K(j,2,9)α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ2,n2(x1) and f
k2,9(x1) ∈ G2,n2(x1).
By arguing as above with x1 replaced by x2, we obtain
an integer k2,10 (> k2,9) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,10)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,9)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,10
(
∪
{
K(j,2,10)α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G0,n2(x2) and f
k2,10(x2) ∈ G0,n2(x2),
an integer k2,11 (> k2,10) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,11)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,10)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,11
(
∪
{
f
(
K(j,2,11)α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G1,n2(x2) and f
k2,11(x2) ∈ G1,n2(x2),
an integer k2,12 (> k2,11) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,12)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,11)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,12
(
∪
{
f 2
(
K(j,2,12)α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G2,n2(x2) and f
k2,12(x2) ∈ G2,n2(x2),
an integer k2,13 (> k2,12) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,13)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,12)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,13
(
∪
{
K(j,2,13)α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ0,n2(x2) and f
k2,13(x2) ∈ G0,n2(x2),
an integer k2,14 (> k2,13) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,14)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,13)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,14
(
∪
{
f
(
K(j,2,14)α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ1,n2(x2) and f
k2,14(x2) ∈ G1,n2(x2), and
an integer k2,15 (> k2,14) and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,15)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,14)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1,
0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,15
(
∪
{
f 2
(
K(j,2,15)α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ2,n2(x2) and f
k2,15(x2) ∈ G2,n2(x2).
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Now, there are (2 + 1)2·2
2+1
= 316 finite sequences of 2 · 22+1 = 16 elements from the set
{U1, U2, U3}. We label them as
W
(2)
1,1 ,W
(2)
1,2 ,W
(2)
1,3 , · · · ,W
(2)
1,15,W
(2)
1,16;
W
(2)
2,1 ,W
(2)
2,2 ,W
(2)
2,3 , · · · ,W
(2)
2,15,W
(2)
2,16;
W
(2)
3,1 ,W
(2)
3,2 ,W
(2)
3,3 , · · · ,W
(2)
3,15,W
(2)
3,16;
...
...
W
(2)
316,1,W
(2)
316,2,W
(2)
316,3, · · · ,W
(2)
316,15,W
(2)
316,16;
(the number 2 in the superscript of W
(2)
∗,∗ indicates that these sets are considered at the second
stage).
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 24 sets with nonempty interiors
K
(1,2,15)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, K
(2,2,15)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 : W
(2)
1,m, 1 ≤ m ≤ 16,
we obtain an integer k2,16 (> k2,15) with 2! dividing k2,16 and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets
K
(j,2,16)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,15)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
fk2,16
(
K
(1,2,16)
000
)
⊂W
(2)
1,1 , f
k2,16
(
K
(1,2,16)
001
)
⊂ W
(2)
1,2 , f
k2,16
(
K
(1,2,16)
010
)
⊂W
(2)
1,3 , f
k2,16
(
K
(1,2,16)
011
)
⊂W
(2)
1,4 ,
fk2,16
(
K
(1,2,16)
100
)
⊂W
(2)
1,5 , f
k2,16
(
K
(1,2,16)
101
)
⊂ W
(2)
1,6 , f
k2,16
(
K
(1,2,16)
110
)
⊂W
(2)
1,7 , f
k2,16
(
K
(1,2,16)
111
)
⊂W
(2)
1,8 ;
fk2,16
(
K
(2,2,16)
000
)
⊂W
(2)
1,9 , f
k2,16
(
K
(2,2,16)
001
)
⊂ W
(2)
1,10, f
k2,16
(
K
(2,2,16)
010
)
⊂W
(2)
1,11, f
k2,16
(
K
(2,2,16)
011
)
⊂W
(2)
1,12,
fk2,16
(
K
(2,2,16)
100
)
⊂W
(2)
1,13, f
k2,16
(
K
(2,2,16)
101
)
⊂W
(2)
1,14, f
k2,16
(
K
(2,2,16)
110
)
⊂W
(2)
1,15, f
k2,16
(
K
(2,2,16)
111
)
⊂W
(2)
1,16
and 2! divides k2,16.
Similar arguments as those from the 7th step to the 22nd step at the first stage imply that there
exists integers (k2,15 <) k2,16 < k2,17 < k2,18 < · · · < k2,14+316 < k2,15+316 and compact sets (with
nonempty interiors) (K
(j,2,15)
α0α1α2 ⊃)K
(j,2,16)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,17)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,18)
α0α1α2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ K
(j,2,14+316)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,15+316)
α0α1α2 ,
αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, such that, for all integers 1 ≤ r ≤ 3
16,
fk2,15+r
(
K
(1,2,15+r)
000
)
⊂ W
(2)
r,1 , f
k2,15+r
(
K
(1,2,15+r)
001
)
⊂W
(2)
r,2 , f
k2,15+r
(
K
(1,2,15+r)
010
)
⊂W
(2)
r,3 , f
k2,15+r
(
K
(1,2,15+r)
011
)
⊂W
(2)
r,4 ,
fk2,15+r
(
K
(1,2,15+r)
100
)
⊂ W
(2)
r,5 , f
k2,15+r
(
K
(1,2,15+r)
101
)
⊂W
(2)
r,6 , f
k2,15+r
(
K
(1,2,15+r)
110
)
⊂W
(2)
r,7 , f
k2,15+r
(
K
(1,2,15+r)
111
)
⊂W
(2)
r,8 ;
fk2,15+r
(
K
(2,2,15+r)
000
)
⊂ W
(2)
r,9 , f
k2,15+r
(
K
(2,2,15+r)
001
)
⊂W
(2)
r,10, f
k2,15+r
(
K
(2,2,15+r)
010
)
⊂W
(2)
r,11, f
k2,15+r
(
K
(2,2,15+r)
011
)
⊂W
(2)
r,12,
fk2,15+r
(
K
(2,2,15+r)
100
)
⊂ W
(2)
r,13, f
k2,15+r
(
K
(2,2,15+r)
101
)
⊂ W
(2)
r,14, f
k2,15+r
(
K
(2,2,15+r)
110
)
⊂W
(2)
r,15, f
k2,15+r
(
K
(2,2,15+r)
111
)
⊂ W
(2)
r,16
and 2! divides k2,15+r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ 316.
Consequently, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 316, by relabelling the sets K
(j,2,15+r)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2,
j = 1, 2 in a way independent of r (e.g., depending only on α0, α1 and α2, and j = 1, 2) as K̂
(2)
r,1 ,
K̂
(2)
r,2 , K̂
(2)
r,3 , · · · , K̂
(2)
r,16, we obtain that, for any open sets Ŵ
(2)
1 , Ŵ
(2)
2 , Ŵ
(2)
3 , · · · , Ŵ
(2)
16 in {U1, U2, U3},
there exists an integer 1 ≤ rˆ0 ≤ 3
16 such that
2! divides k2,15+rˆ0 and f
k2,15+rˆ0
(
K̂
(2)
rˆ0,t
)
⊂ Ŵ
(2)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 16.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 24 sets with nonempty interiors
K(1,2,15+3
16)
α0α1α2
, αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, K
(2,2,15+316)
α0α1α2
, αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 : W
(2)
1,m, 1 ≤ m ≤ 16,
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we obtain an integer k2,(15+316)+1+1 (> k2,15+316 +1) with 2! dividing k2,(15+316)+1 and 2 · 2
3 pairwise
disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,(15+316)+1)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,15+316)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 with nonempty
interiors such that, let η1 = (15 + 3
16) + 1,
fk2,η1
(
f(K
(1,2,η1)
000 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,1 , f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(1,2,η1)
001 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,2 , f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(1,2,η1)
010 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,3 , f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(1,2,η1)
011 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,4 ,
fk2,η1
(
f(K
(1,2,η1)
100 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,5 , f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(1,2,η1)
101 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,6 , f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(1,2,η1)
110 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,7 , f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(1,2,η1)
111 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,8 ;
fk2,η1
(
f(K
(2,2,η1)
000 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,9 , f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(2,2,η1)
001 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,10, f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(2,2,η1)
010 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,11, f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(2,2,η1)
011 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,12,
fk2,η1
(
f(K
(2,2,η1)
100 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,13, f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(2,2,η1)
101 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,14, f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(2,2,η1)
110 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,15, f
k2,η1
(
f(K
(2,2,η1)
111 )
)
⊂W
(2)
1,16
and 2! divides k2,(15+316)+1.
Similar arguments as above imply that there exists integers (k2,15+316 <) k2,16+316 < k2,17+316 <
· · · < k2,14+2·316 < k2,15+2·316 and compact sets (with nonempty interiors) (K
(j,2,15+316)
α0α1α2 ⊃)K
(j,2,16+316)
α0α1α2 ⊃
K
(j,2,17+316)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,18+316)
α0α1α2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ K
(j,2,14+2·316)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,15+2·316)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, such
that, let ηr = (15 + 3
16) + r for all integers 1 ≤ r ≤ 316,
fk2,ηr
(
f(K
(1,2,ηr)
000 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,1 , f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(1,2,ηr)
001 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,2 , f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(1,2,ηr)
010 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,3 , f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(1,2,ηr)
011 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,4 ,
fk2,ηr
(
f(K
(1,2,ηr)
100 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,5 , f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(1,2,ηr)
101 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,6 , f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(1,2,ηr)
110 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,7 , f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(1,2,ηr)
111 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,8 ;
fk2,ηr
(
f(K
(2,2,ηr)
000 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,9 , f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(2,2,ηr)
001 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,10, f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(2,2,ηr)
010 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,11, f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(2,2,ηr)
011 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,12,
fk2,ηr
(
f(K
(2,2,ηr)
100 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,13, f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(2,2,ηr)
101 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,14, f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(2,2,ηr)
110 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,15, f
k2,ηr
(
f(K
(2,2,ηr)
111 )
)
⊂W
(2)
r,16
and 2! divides k2,(15+316)+r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ 3
16.
Consequently, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 316, let ηr = (15 + 3
16) + r, by relabelling the sets K
(j,2,ηr)
α0α1α2 ,
αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 in a way independent of r (e.g., depending only on α0, α1 and α2, and
j = 1, 2) as K˜
(2)
r,1 , K˜
(2)
r,2 , K˜
(2)
r,3 , · · · , K˜
(2)
r,16, we obtain that, for any open sets W˜
(2)
1 , W˜
(2)
2 , W˜
(2)
3 , · · · , W˜
(2)
16
in {U1, U2, U3}, there exists an integer 1 ≤ r˜1 ≤ 3
16 such that
2! divides k2,(15+316)+r˜1 and f
k2,(15+316)+r˜1
(
f(K˜
(2)
(15+316)+r˜1,t
)
)
⊂ W˜
(2)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 16.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 24 sets with nonempty interiors
K(1,2,15+2·3
16)
α0α1α2
, αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, K
(2,2,15+2·316)
α0α1α2
, αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 : W
(2)
1,m, 1 ≤ m ≤ 16,
we obtain an integer k2,(15+2·316)+1 + 2 (> k2,15+2·316 + 2) with 2! dividing k2,(15+2·316)+1 and 2 · 2
3
pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,(15+2·316)+1)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,15+2·316)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 with
nonempty interiors such that, let ξ1 = (15 + 2 · 3
16) + 1,
fk2,ξ1 (f2(K
(1,2,ξ1)
000 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,1 , f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(1,2,ξ1)
001 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,2 , f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(1,2,ξ1)
010 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,3 , f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(1,2,ξ1)
011 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,4 ,
fk2,ξ1 (f2(K
(1,2,ξ1)
100 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,5 , f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(1,2,ξ1)
101 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,6 , f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(1,2,ξ1)
110 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,7 , f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(1,2,ξ1)
111 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,8 ,
fk2,ξ1 (f2(K
(2,2,ξ1)
000 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,9 , f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(2,2,ξ1)
001 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,10, f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(2,2,ξ1)
010 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,11, f
k2,η1 (f2(K
(2,2,ξ1)
011 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,12,
fk2,ξ1 (f2(K
(2,2,ξ1)
100 ))⊂W
(2)
1,13, f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(2,2,ξ1)
101 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,14, f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(2,2,ξ1)
110 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,15, f
k2,ξ1 (f2(K
(2,2,ξ1)
111 )) ⊂W
(2)
1,16
and 2! divides k2,(15+2·316)+1.
Similar arguments imply that there exists integers (k2,15+2·316 <) k2,16+2·316 < k2,17+2·316 < · · · <
k2,14+3·316 < k2,15+3·316 and compact sets (with nonempty interiors) (K
(j,2,15+2·316)
α0α1α2 ⊃)K
(j,2,16+2·316)
α0α1α2 ⊃
K
(j,2,17+2·316)
α0α1α2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ K
(j,2,14+3·316)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, such that, let
ξr = (15 + 2 · 3
16) + r for all integers 1 ≤ r ≤ 316,
16
fk2,ξr (f2(K
(1,2,ξr)
000 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,1 , f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(1,2,ξr)
001 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,2 , f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(1,2,ξr)
010 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,3 , f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(1,2,ξr)
011 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,4 ,
fk2,ξr (f2(K
(1,2,ξr)
100 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,5 , f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(1,2,ξr)
101 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,6 , f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(1,2,ξr)
110 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,7 , f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(1,2,ξr)
111 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,8 ,
fk2,ξr (f2(K
(2,2,ξr)
000 )
)
⊂W
(2)
s,9 , f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(2,2,ξr)
001 ))⊂W
(2)
s,10, f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(2,2,ξr)
010 ))⊂ W
(2)
r,11, f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(2,2,ξr)
011 ))⊂W
(2)
r,12,
fk2,ξr (f2(K
(2,2,ξr)
100 )) ⊂W
(2)
r,13, f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(2,2,ξr)
101 ))⊂ W
(2)
r,14, f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(2,2,ξr)
110 ))⊂W
(2)
r,15, f
k2,ξr (f2(K
(2,2,ξr)
111 ))⊂ W
(2)
r,16,
and 2! divides k2,(15+2·316)+r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ 3
16.
Consequently, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 316, let ξr = (15 + 2 · 3
16) + r, by relabelling the sets K
(j,2,ξr)
α0α1α2 ,
αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 in a way independent of r (e.g., depending only on α0, α1 and α2, and
j = 1, 2) as K
(2)
r,1 , K
(2)
s,2, K
(2)
r,3 , · · · , K
(2)
r,16, we obtain that, for any open sets W
(2)
1 ,W
(2)
2 ,W
(2)
3 , · · · ,W
(2)
16
in {U1, U2, U3}, there exists an integer 1 ≤ r¯2 ≤ 3
16 such that
2! divides k2,(15+2·316)+r¯2 and f
k2,(15+2·316)+r¯2
(
f 2(K
(2)
(15+2·316)+r¯2,t)
)
⊂ W
(2)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 16.
Since, for each αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 and each j = 1, 2, we have K
(j,2,0)
α0α1 ⊃ K
(j,2,1)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,2)
α0α1α2 ⊃
K
(j,2,3)
α0α1α2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ K
(j,2,13+3·316)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,14+3·316)
α0α1α2 ⊃ K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 , we can summarize the arguments in
the (above) second stage as follows:
Let n2 be any integer > k1,38. Take these 2
2 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(1,2,0)
α0α1 = K
(1,1,38)
α0α1 ,
α0 = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1, in U1 with nonempty interiors obtained at the first stage and take any 2
2 pairwise
disjoint compact sets K
(2,2,0)
α0α1 , α = 0, 1, α1 = 0, 1 (with nonempty interiors) in
U2 \
(
K
(1,1,38)
00 ∪K
(1,1,38)
01 ∪K
(1,1,38)
10 ∪K
(1,1,38)
11
)
.
By applying Lemma 3(1) to the following 2 · 24 sets with nonempty interiors
(
K
(1,2,0)
00
)2
,
(
K
(1,2,0)
01
)2
,
(
K
(1,2,0)
10
)2
,
(
K
(1,2,0)
11
)2
;
(
K
(2,2,0)
00
)2
,
(
K
(2,2,0)
01
)2
,
(
K
(2,2,0)
10
)2
,
(
K
(2,2,0)
11
)2
:
(
Vn2 (a2), Vn2 (b2)
)8
,
we obtain an integer k2,1(> n2 > k1,38) with 2! dividing k2,1 and 2 · 23 pairwise disjoint compact sets
K
(j,2,1)
α0α1α2 ⊂ K
(j,2,0)
α0α1 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, with nonempty interiors such that
each diameter is so smaller than 1/25 that the open set
U3 \
(⋃{
K
(j,2,1)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
is nonempty and,
for all αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, and j = 1, 2, we have
fk2,1
(
K
(j,2,1)
α0α1α2
)
⊂Wn2(α2), where Wn2(0) = Vn2 (a2) and Wn2(1) = Vn2(b2).
Start with K
(j,2,1)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2, by applying Lemma 3(1) and Lemma 3(2)
successively and appropriately, we obtain integers (k1,38 < n2 <) k2,1 < k2,2 < · · · < k2,14+316 <
k2,15+316 and 2 · 2
3 pairwise disjoint compact sets K
(j,2,15+316)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2 with
nonempty interiors, such that
2! divides k2,i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and all 15 + 1 ≤ i ≤ 15 + 3 · 316,
fk2,1
(⋃
αi=0,1, 0≤i≤2
(K
(1,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 ∪K
(2,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 )
)
⊂Wn2(α2),
where Wn2(0) = Vn2(a2) and Wn2(1) = Vn2(b2),
fk2,2
(⋃{
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Vn2(v1), and
fk2,3
(⋃{
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Vn2(v2),
fk2,4
(⋃{
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G0,n2(x1) and f
k2,4(x1) ∈ G0,n2(x1),
fk2,5
(⋃{
f
(
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G1,n2(x1) and f
k2,5(x1) ∈ G1,n2(x1),
fk2,6
(⋃{
f2
(
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G2,n2(x1) and f
k2,6(x1) ∈ G2,n2(x1),
fk2,7
(⋃{
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ0,n2(x1) and f
k2,7(x1) ∈ G0,n2(x1),
fk2,8
(⋃{
f
(
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ1,n2(x1) and f
k2,8(x1) ∈ G1,n2(x1),
17
fk2,9
(⋃{
f2
(
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ2,n2(x1) and f
k2,9(x1) ∈ G2,n2(x1),
fk2,10
(⋃{
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G0,n2(x2) and f
k2,10(x2) ∈ G0,n2(x2),
fk2,11
(⋃{
f
(
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G1,n2(x2) and f
k2,11(x2) ∈ G1,n2(x2),
fk2,12
(⋃{
f2
(
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ G2,n2(x2) and f
k2,12(x2) ∈ G2,n2(x2),
fk2,13
(⋃{
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2 : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ0,n2(x2) and f
k2,13(x2) ∈ G0,n2(x2),
fk2,14
(⋃{
f
(
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ1,n2(x2) and f
k2,14(x2) ∈ G1,n2(x2),
fk2,15
(⋃{
f2
(
K
(j,2,15+3·316)
α0α1α2
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, j = 1, 2
})
⊂ Ĝ2,n2(x2) and f
k2,15(x2) ∈ G2,n2(x2),
In the following, {
(
W
(1)
i,1 ,W
(1)
i,2 , · · · ,W
(1)
i,15,W
(1)
i,16
)
: 1 ≤ i ≤ 316} is the collection of all finite sequences
of 16 elements from the set {U1, U2, U3} and n˘ = 15 + 3 · 316.
fk2,15+1
(
K
(1,2,15+3·316)
000
)
∈W
(2)
1,1 , f
k2,15+1
(
K
(1,2,15+3·316)
001
)
∈W
(2)
1,2 , · · · , f
k2,15+1
(
K
(1,2,15+3·316)
111
)
∈W
(2)
1,8 ,
fk2,15+1
(
K
(2,2,15+3·316)
000
)
∈ W
(2)
1,9 , f
k2,15+1
(
K
(2,2,15+3·316)
001
)
∈W
(2)
1,10, · · · , f
k2,15+1
(
K
(2,2,15+3·316)
111
)
∈ W
(2)
1,16,
fk2,15+2
(
K
(1,2,15+3·316)
000
)
∈W
(2)
2,1 , f
k2,15+2
(
K
(1,2,15+3·316)
001
)
∈W
(2)
2,2 , · · · , f
k2,15+2
(
K
(1,2,15+3·316)
111
)
∈W
(2)
2,8 ,
fk2,15+2
(
K
(2,2,15+3·316)
000
)
∈ W
(2)
2,9 , f
k2,15+2
(
K
(2,2,15+3·316)
001
)
∈W
(2)
2,10, · · · , f
k2,15+2
(
K
(2,2,15+3·316)
111
)
∈ W
(2)
2,16,
...
...
fk2,15+1·316
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
000
)
∈W
(2)
316,1, f
k2,15+1·316
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
001
)
∈W
(2)
316,2, · · · , f
k2,15+1·316
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
111
)
∈W
(2)
316,8,
fk2,15+1·316
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
000
)
∈W
(2)
316,9, f
k2,15+1·316
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
001
)
∈ W
(2)
316,16, · · · , f
k2,15+1·316
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
111
)
∈ W
(2)
316,16,
and 2! divides k2,15+r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ 316.
f
k
2,(15+1·316)+1
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
000 )
)
∈W
(2)
1,1 , f
k
2,(15+1·316)+1
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
001 )
)
∈W
(2)
1,2 , · · · , f
k
2,(15+1·316)+1
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
111 )
)
∈W
(2)
1,8 ,
f
k
2,(15+1·316)+1
(
f(K
(2,2,n˘)
000 )
)
∈W
(2)
1,9 ,f
k
2,(15+1·316)+1
(
f(K
(2,2,n˘)
001 )
)
∈W
(2)
1,10,· · · ,f
k
2,(15+1·316)+1
(
f(K
(2,2,n˘)
111 )
)
∈W
(2)
1,16,
f
k
2,(15+1·316)+2
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
000 )
)
∈W
(2)
2,1 ,f
k
2,(15+1·316)+2
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
001 )
)
∈ W
(2)
2,2 ,· · · ,f
k
2,(15+1·316)+2
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
111 )
)
∈W
(2)
2,8 ,
f
k
2,(15+1·316)+2
(
f(K
(2,2,ϕ2)
000 )
)
∈W
(2)
2,9 ,f
k
2,(15+1·316)+2
(
f(K
(2,2,ϕ2)
001 )
)
∈W
(2)
2,10,· · · ,f
k
2,(15+1·316)+2
(
f(K
(2,2,ϕ2)
111 )
)
∈W
(2)
2,16,
...
...
f
k
2,15+2·316
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
000 )
)
∈W
(2)
316,1
, f
k
2,15+2·316
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
001 )
)
∈W
(2)
316,2
, · · · , f
k
2,15+2·316
(
f(K
(1,2,n˘)
111 )
)
∈ W
(2)
316,8
,
f
k
2,15+2·316
(
f(K
(2,2,n˘)
000 )
)
∈W
(2)
316,9
, f
k
2,15+2·316
(
f(K
(2,2,n˘)
001 )
)
∈W
(2)
316,10
, · · · , f
k
2,15+2·316
(
f(K
(2,2,n˘)
111 )
)
∈ W
(2)
316,16
,
and 2! divides k2,(15+1·316)+r for all1 ≤ r ≤ 3
16.
f
k
2,(15+2·316)+1
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
000
)
∈ W
(2)
1,1 , f
k
2,(15+2·316)+1
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
001
)
∈W
(2)
1,2 , · · · , f
k
2,(15+2·316)+1
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
111
)
∈ W
(2)
1,8 ,
f
k
2,(15+2·316)+1
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
000
)
∈W
(2)
1,9 , f
k
2,(15+2·316)+1
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
000
)
∈W
(2)
1,10, · · · , f
k
2,(15+2·316)+1
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
111
)
∈W
(2)
1,16,
f
k
2,(15+2·316)+2
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
000
)
∈ W
(2)
2,1 , f
k
2,(15+2·316)+2
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
001
)
∈W
(2)
2,2 , · · · , f
k
2,(15+2·316)+2
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
111
)
∈ W
(2)
2,8 ,
f
k
2,(15+2·316)+2
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
000
)
∈W
(2)
2,9 , f
k
2,(15+2·316)+2
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
001
)
∈W
(2)
2,10, · · · , f
k
2,(15+2·316)+2
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
111
)
∈W
(2)
2,16,
..
.
..
.
f
k
2,15+3·316
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
000
)
∈W
(2)
316,1
, f
k
2,15+3·316
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
001
)
∈ W
(2)
316,2
, · · · , f
k
2,15+3·316
(
K
(1,2,n˘)
111
)
∈ W
(2)
316,8
,
f
k
2,15+3·316
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
000
)
∈W
(2)
316,9
, f
k
2,15+3·316
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
001
)
∈W
(2)
316,10
, · · · , f
k
2,15+3·316
(
K
(2,2,n˘)
111
)
∈ W
(2)
316,16
,
and 2! divides k2,(15+2·316)+r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ 3
16.
As a consequence from the (16)th step to the (15 + 316)th step, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 316, by relabelling the
sets K
(j, 2, 15+r)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, in a way indepedent of r as K̂
(2)
r,1 , K̂
(2)
r,2 , K̂
(2)
r,3 , · · · , K̂
(2)
r,16,
we obtain that, for any open sets Ŵ
(2)
1 , Ŵ
(2)
2 , Ŵ
(2)
3 , · · · , Ŵ
(2)
16 in {U1, U2, U3}, there exists an integer
1 ≤ rˆ0 ≤ 316 such that 2! divides k2,15+rˆ0 and f
k2,15+rˆ0
(
K̂
(2)
rˆ0,t
)
⊂ Ŵ
(2)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 16.
As a consequence from the ((15+316)+1)st step to the (15+2 ·316)th step, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 316, by rela-
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belling the sets K
(j, 2, (15+316)+r)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, in a way indepedent of r as K˜
(2)
r,1 , K˜
(2)
r,2 ,
K˜
(2)
r,3 , · · · , K˜
(2)
r,16, we obtain that, for any open sets W˜
(2)
1 , W˜
(2)
2 , W˜
(2)
3 , · · · , W˜
(2)
16 in {U1, U2, U3}, there
exists an integer 1 ≤ r˜1 ≤ 316 such that 2! divides k2,(15+316)+rˆ1 and f
k2,(15+316)+rˆ1
(
f(K˜
(2)
rˆ1,t
)
)
⊂ W˜
(2)
t
for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 16.
As a consequence from the ((15+2 ·316)+1)st step to the (15+2 ·3 ·316)th step, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ 316, by
relabelling the sets K
(j, 2, (15+316)+r)
α0α1α2 , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, in a way indepedent of r as K
(2)
r,1 ,
K
(2)
r,2 , K
(2)
r,3 , · · · , K
(2)
r,16, we obtain that, for any open sets W
(2)
1 ,W
(2)
2 ,W
(2)
3 , · · · ,W
(2)
16 in {U1, U2, U3},
there exists an integer 1 ≤ r¯2 ≤ 316 such that 2! divides k2,(15+2·316)+r¯2 and f
k2,(15+2·316)+r¯2
(
f2(K
(2)
r¯2,t
)
)
⊂
W
(2)
t for all integers 1 ≤ t ≤ 16.
By proceeding in this manner indefinitely, at the ℓth stage for each integer ℓ ≥ 1, we obtain
ϕ(ℓ) = (2ℓ2 + 3ℓ+ 1) + (ℓ+ 1) · (ℓ+ 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
positive integers (let k0,2 = 0)(
k
ℓ−1, (2ℓ2−ℓ)+ℓ·ℓ(ℓ−1)·2
ℓ < nℓ <
)
kℓ,1 < kℓ,2 < · · · < kℓ, 2ℓ2+3ℓ+1
< kℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+1 < kℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+2 < kℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+3 < · · · < kℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2ℓ+1
with ℓ! dividing kℓ,i
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ+ 1 and all (2ℓ2 + 3ℓ+ 1) + 1 ≤ i ≤ (2ℓ2 + 3ℓ+ 1) + (ℓ+ 1) · (ℓ+ 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
and ℓ · 2ℓ+1 pairwise disjoint compact sets with nonempty interiors
K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ (⊂ K
(j, ℓ−1,(2ℓ2−ℓ)+ℓ·ℓ(ℓ−1)·2
ℓ)
α0α1α2···αℓ−1 when ℓ ≥ 2), αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ,
such that each diameter is so smaller than 1/22ℓ+1 that the open set
Uℓ+1 \
(⋃{
K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2·αℓ : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ
})
is nonempty and
the following hold:
fkℓ,1
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{(
K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
⊂Wnℓ(αℓ),
where Wnℓ(0) = Vnℓ(aℓ) and Wnℓ(1) = Vnℓ(bℓ), and,
for each 1 ≤ m ≤ ℓ,
fkℓ,1+m
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{
K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
⊂ Vnℓ(vm) and,
for each 1 ≤ m ≤ ℓ,
fkℓ,(1+ℓ)+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{
f s
(
K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
⊂ Gs,nℓ(xm) and f
kℓ,(ℓ+1)+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s(xm) ∈ Gs,nℓ(xm) for each 0 ≤ s ≤ ℓ, and
fkℓ,(ℓ+1)+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{
f s
(
K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
)
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
⊂ Ĝs,nℓ(xm) and f
kℓ,(ℓ+1)+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s(xm) ∈ Gs,nℓ(xm) for each 0 ≤ s ≤ ℓ, and
furthermore,
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for each 1 ≤ r ≤ (ℓ + 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
, by relabelling the sets K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+r)
α0α1α2···αℓ , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤
i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, in a way independent of r (e.g., depending only on αi, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
and 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ) as K̂
(ℓ)
r,1 , K̂
(ℓ)
r,2 , K̂
(ℓ)
r,3 , · · · , K̂
(ℓ)
r,ℓ·2ℓ+1
, we obtain that, for any open sets
Ŵ
(ℓ)
1 , Ŵ
(ℓ)
2 , Ŵ
(ℓ)
3 , · · · , Ŵ
(ℓ)
ℓ·2ℓ+1
in {U1, U2, U3 · · · , Uℓ+1}, there exists an integer 1 ≤ rˆ0 ≤
(ℓ + 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
such that ℓ! divides kℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+rˆ0 and f
k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+rˆ0
(
K̂
(ℓ)
rˆ0,t
)
⊂ Ŵ
(ℓ)
t for all
1 ≤ t ≤ ℓ · 2ℓ+1;
for each 1 ≤ r ≤ (ℓ + 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
, by relabelling the sets K
(j, ℓ, ((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)+r)
α0α1α2···αℓ , αi =
0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, in a way independent of r (e.g., depending only on
αi, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ and 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ) as K˜
(ℓ)
r,1 , K˜
(ℓ)
r,2 , K˜
(ℓ)
r,3 , · · · , K˜
(ℓ)
r,ℓ·2ℓ+1
, we obtain that,
for any open sets W˜
(ℓ)
1 , W˜
(ℓ)
2 , W˜
(ℓ)
3 , · · · , W˜
(ℓ)
ℓ·2ℓ+1
in {U1, U2, U3 · · · , Uℓ+1}, there exists
an integer 1 ≤ r˜1 ≤ (ℓ + 1)
ℓ·2ℓ+1 such that ℓ! divides k
ℓ,((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)ℓ·2ℓ+1 )+r˜1
and
f
k
ℓ,((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)+r˜1
(
f(K˜
(ℓ)
r˜1,t
)
)
⊂ W˜
(ℓ)
t for all 1 ≤ t ≤ ℓ · 2
ℓ+1;
for each 1 ≤ r ≤ (ℓ+ 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
, by relabelling the sets K
(j, ℓ, ((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+2(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)+r)
α0α1α2···αℓ , αi =
0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, in a way independent of r (e.g., depending only on
αi, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ and 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ) as K
(ℓ)
r,1, K
(ℓ)
r,2, K
(ℓ)
r,3, · · · , K
(ℓ)
r,ℓ·2ℓ+1, we obtain that,
for any open sets W
(ℓ)
1 ,W
(ℓ)
2 ,W
(ℓ)
3 , · · · ,W
(ℓ)
ℓ·2ℓ+1 in {U1, U2, U3 · · · , Uℓ+1}, there exists
an integer 1 ≤ r¯2 ≤ (ℓ + 1)
ℓ·2ℓ+1 such that ℓ! divides k
ℓ,((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+2(ℓ+1)ℓ·2ℓ+1 )+r¯2
and
f
k
ℓ,((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+2(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)+r¯2
(
f 2(K
(ℓ)
r¯2,t
)
)
⊂W
(ℓ)
t for all 1 ≤ t ≤ ℓ · 2
ℓ+1;
...
...
for each 1 ≤ r ≤ (ℓ+ 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
, by relabelling the sets K
(j, ℓ, ((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ℓ·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)+r)
α0α1α2···αℓ , αi =
0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, in a way independent of r (e.g., depending only on αi, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
and 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ) as K
(ℓ)
r,1 , K
(ℓ)
r,2 , K
(ℓ)
r,3 , · · · , K
(ℓ)
r,ℓ·2ℓ+1
, we obtain that, for any open sets W
(ℓ)
1 ,
W
(ℓ)
2 , W
(ℓ)
3 , · · · ,W
(ℓ)
ℓ·2ℓ+1
in {U1, U2, U3 · · · , Uℓ+1}, there is an integer 1 ≤ rℓ ≤ (ℓ+1)
ℓ·2ℓ+1
such that ℓ! divides k
ℓ,((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ℓ·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2ℓ+1 )+rℓ
and f
k
ℓ,((2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ℓ·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)+rℓ
(
f ℓ(K
(ℓ)
rℓ,t
)
)
⊂
W
(ℓ)
t for all 1 ≤ t ≤ ℓ · 2
ℓ+1. (⋆)
LetM = { kℓ,i : 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ+1 and (2ℓ
2+3ℓ+1)+1 ≤ i ≤ (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
, ℓ ≥ 1}.
Then, for each integer n ≥ 1, n! (and so, n) divides all sufficiently large integers in M.
Let Σ2 = {α : α = α0α1α2 · · · , αi = 0, 1, i ≥ 0} and, for any α ∈ Σ2 and any j ≥ 1, let
K
(j)
α =
⋂
ℓ≥ j K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
(
⊂ Uj
)
.
Then, for each α ∈ Σ2, since the sequence < K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ >ℓ≥j of compact sets is
nested and their diameters shrink to zero, each K
(j)
α consists of exactly one point, say K
(j)
α = {x
(j)
α }.
For each j ≥ 1, let
S(j) = {x(j)α : α ∈ Σ2} =
⋂
ℓ≥j
{⋃
{K(j, ℓ, (2ℓ
2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ}
} (
⊂ Uj
)
.
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Then S(j) ⊂ Uj for each j ≥ 1 and since {U1, U2, U3, · · · } is a countable open base for X , the set
S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j) are dense in X . It is easy to see that S(j) is a Cantor set. Indeed, since S(j) is the
intersection of a nested sequence of compact sets, it is compact. On the other hand, let x
(j)
α be a
point in S(j) and let U be an open neighborhood of x
(j)
α . Since K
(j)
α = {x
(j)
α }, there exists a positive
integer ℓˆ such that x
(j)
α ∈ K
(j,ℓˆ,(2ℓˆ2+3ℓˆ+1)+(ℓˇ+1)·(ℓˇ+1)ℓˇ·2
ℓˇ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˆ
⊂ U . Since K
(j,ℓˆ,(2ℓˆ2+3ℓˆ+1)+(ℓˆ+1)·(ℓˆ+1)ℓˆ·2
ℓˆ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˆ
contains the points x
(j)
α0α1α2···αℓˆβℓˆ+1βℓˆ+2βℓˆ+3···
for all βℓˆ+i = 0, 1, i ≥ 1, U contains uncountably many
points of S(j). So, S(j) is perfect. Furthermore, let x
(j)
α and x
(j)
β be any two distinct points in S
(j)
with α 6= β. As before, there is a positive integer ℓˇ such that x
(j)
α ∈ K
(j,ℓˇ,(2ℓˇ2+3ℓˇ+1)+(ℓˇ+1)·(ℓˇ+1)ℓˇ·2
ℓˇ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˇ
and x
(j)
β ∈ K
(j,ℓˇ,(2ℓˇ2+3ℓˇ+1)+(ℓˇ+1)·(ℓˇ+1)ℓˇ·2
ℓˇ+1
)
β0β1β2···βℓˇ
. Since the sets K
(j,ℓˇ,(2ℓˇ2+3ℓˇ+1)+(ℓˇ+1)·(ℓˇ+1)ℓˇ·2
ℓˇ+1
)
γ0γ1γ2···γℓˇ
, γn = 0, 1, 0 ≤
n ≤ ℓˇ, 1 ≤ n ≤ j are pairwise disjoint, there exists disjoint open sets U and V such that
x
(j)
α ∈ K
(j,ℓˇ,(2ℓˇ2+3ℓˇ+1)+(ℓˇ+1)·(ℓˇ+1)ℓˇ·2
ℓˇ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˇ
⊂ U and
x
(j)
β ∈
(⋃
{K
(j,ℓˇ,(2ℓˇ2+3ℓˇ+1)+(ℓˇ+1)·(ℓˇ+1)ℓˇ·2
ℓˇ+1
)
γ0γ1γ2···γℓˇ
: γk = 0, 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓˇ}
)
\K
(j,ℓˇ,(2ℓˇ2+3ℓˇ+1)+(ℓˇ+1)·(ℓˇ+1)ℓˇ·2
ℓˇ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˇ
⊂ V .
Therefore, S(j) is totally disconnected. Since we have shown that S(j) is compact, perfect
and totally disconnected, S(j) is a Cantor set. Note that the total sum of the diameters of all
these ℓ · 2ℓ+1 compact sets K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ , αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, is
< ℓ · 2ℓ+1 · 1/22ℓ+1 = ℓ/2ℓ and tends to zero as ℓ tends to ∞.
Now it is routine to check that the Cantor sets S(1),S(2),S(3), · · · satisfy Parts (1), (2), (3) &
(4). As for Part (5), we shall choose some special v1, v2, v3, · · · and consider the set S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j)
and the invariant set Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S). We give a complete proof as follows.
Let n ≥ 1 and s ≥ 0 be any integers and let a1, a2, · · · , an be n distinct points in X such that
{a1, a2, a3, · · · } ⊂
∞⋃
j=1
S(j) =
∞⋃
j=1
( ∞⋂
ℓ=j
(⋃{
K(j, ℓ, (2ℓ
2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
}))
=
∞⋃
ℓˆ=1
( ∞⋂
ℓ=ℓˆ
( ℓˆ⋃
j=1
{
K(j, ℓ, (2ℓ
2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
}))
(⋆⋆)
and let W1,W2, · · · ,Wn be any nonempty open sets in X . For each 1 ≤ m ≤ n, let pm be a positive
integer such that Upm ⊂Wm (the integers pm’s need not be distinct).
Then, since, for each j ≥ 1, each α = α0α1α2 · · · , and each ℓ ≥ j, we have the nested sequence
K
(j, ℓ, 1)
α0α1α2···αℓ ⊃ K
(j, ℓ, 2)
α0α1α2···αℓ ⊃ · · · ⊃ K
(j, ℓ, 2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)
α0α1α2···αℓ ⊃ · · · ⊃ K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
⊃ K
(j, ℓ+1, 1)
α0α1α2···αℓαℓ+1 ⊃ K
(j, ℓ+1, 2)
α0α1α2···αℓαℓ+1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ K
(j, ℓ+1, [2(ℓ+1)2+3(ℓ+1)+1]+(ℓ+2)·(ℓ+2)(ℓ+1)·2
ℓ+2
)
α0α1α2···αℓαℓ+1
⊃ · · ·
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which satisfies that
lim
ℓ→∞
K(j, ℓ, 2ℓ
2+3ℓ+1)
α0α1α2···αℓ
= lim
ℓ→∞
K(j, ℓ, (2ℓ
2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ
= {xα}, a set consists of exactly one point,
there exists an integer ℓˆ ≥ max{p1, p2, · · · , pn} such that
{a1, a2, · · · , an} ⊂
⋃ℓˆ
j=1
{
K
(j, ℓˆ, (2ℓˆ2+3ℓˆ+1)+(ℓˆ+1)·(ℓˆ+1)ℓˆ·2
ℓˆ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˆ
: αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓˆ
}
and, for each αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓˆ, and each 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓˆ, the set K
(j, ℓˆ, (2ℓˆ2+3ℓˆ+1)+(ℓˆ+1)·(ℓˆ+1)ℓˆ·2
ℓˆ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˆ
contains
at most one point of {a1, a2, · · · , an}. So, for each ℓ > ℓˆ, it follows from (⋆⋆) that {a1, a2, · · · , an} ⊂⋃ℓ
j=1
{
K
(j, ℓ, (2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓ : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
}
and, for any αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, and any 1 ≤ r ≤ (ℓ+ 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
, each of the following three sets
K(j, ℓ, (2ℓ
2+3ℓ+1)+(ℓ+1)·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˆ···αℓ
⊂ K(j, ℓ, (2ℓ
2+3ℓ+1)+r)
α0α1α2···αℓˆ···αℓ
⊂ K(j, ℓˆ, (2ℓˆ
2+3ℓˆ+1)+(ℓˆ+1)·(ℓˆ+1)ℓˆ·2
ℓˆ+1
)
α0α1α2···αℓˆ
contains at most one point of {a1, a2, · · · , an}.
Fix any ℓ > ℓˆ. For all 1 ≤ r ≤ (ℓ + 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
, we relabel the sets K
(j,ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+r)
α0α1···αℓ : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤
i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, in a way independent of r as K
(ℓ)
r,1 , K
(ℓ)
r,2 , · · · , K
(ℓ)
r,ℓ·2ℓ+1
. Then, for each 1 ≤ m ≤ n,
am ∈ K
(ℓ)
(ℓ+1)ℓ·2ℓ+1 ,t
(ℓ)
m
⊂ K
(ℓ)
r,t
(ℓ)
m
for some 1 ≤ t
(ℓ)
m ≤ ℓ · 2ℓ+1 and all 1 ≤ r ≤ (ℓ+ 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
,
and these positive integers t
(ℓ)
1 , t
(ℓ)
2 , t
(ℓ)
3 , · · · , t
(ℓ)
n are distinct.
For each integer ℓ > ℓˆ, let Ŵ
(ℓ)
1 , Ŵ
(ℓ)
2 , · · · , Ŵ
(ℓ)
ℓ·2ℓ+1
be open sets in {U1, U2, · · · , Uℓ+1} such that
Ŵ
(ℓ)
t
(ℓ)
m
= Upm ⊂Wm for all integers 1 ≤ m ≤ n and Ŵ
(ℓ)
i = U1 otherwise.
For any s ≥ 0, it follows from the above (⋆) that there is an integer 1 ≤ rℓ = rℓ,s ≤ ℓ·2
ℓ+1 such that ℓ!
divides k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+s·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2ℓ+1+rℓ
(> kℓ,2ℓ2+3ℓ+1) and f
k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+s·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
+rℓ
(
f s(K
(ℓ)
rℓ,i
)
)
⊂ Ŵ
(ℓ)
i for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ · 2ℓ+1. In particular, we obtain that f
k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+s·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
+rℓ
(
f s(K
(ℓ)
rℓ,s,t
(ℓ)
m
)
)
⊂ Ŵ
(ℓ)
t
(ℓ)
m
=
Upm ⊂Wm for all 1 ≤ m ≤ n. Consequently, for each 1 ≤ m ≤ n, we have
f
k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+s·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
+rℓ+s(am) ∈ f
k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+s·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
+rℓ+s
(
K
(ℓ)
(ℓ+1)ℓ·2ℓ+1 ,t
(ℓ)
m
)
⊂ f
k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+s·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
+rℓ+s
(
K
(ℓ)
rℓ,t
(ℓ)
m
)
= f
k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+s·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
+rℓ
(
f s(K
(ℓ)
rℓ,t
(ℓ)
m
)
)
⊂ Ŵ
(ℓ)
t
(ℓ)
m
= Upm ⊂Wm.
Since k
ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)s·(ℓ+1)ℓ·2ℓ+1+rℓ
∈ M for each ℓ > ℓˆ and since W1,W2,W3, · · · ,Wn are arbitrary
open sets, this confirms Part (1).
As for Part (2), let c and d be any two distinct points in S =
⋃∞
j S
(j). Then, it follows from
Part (1) that, for any integer s ≥ 0,, the set {
(
fm+s(c), fm+s(d)
)
: m ∈ M} is dense in X × X . In
particular, for any n ≥ 1 and s = 0, there exists a strictly increasing sequence < mi >i≥1 inM such
that limi→∞
(
fmi(c), fmi(d)
)
= (c, c). Since n divides all sufficiently large integers in M, we obtain
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that lim infk→∞ ρ
(
(fn)k(c), (fn)k(d)
)
= 0 for each n ≥ 1. On the other hand, let < (ai, bi) >i≥1
be a sequence of points in X × X such that limi→∞ ρ(ai, bi) = β. Then, for any s ≥ 0 and any
k ≥ 1, there exists a strictly increasing sequence < mk,i >i≥1 of positive integers in M such that
limi→∞ ρ
(
fmk,i(f s(c)), fmk,i(f s(d))
)
= ρ(ak, bk). By taking the diagonal sequence, we obtain that
limk→∞ ρ
(
fmk,k(f s(c)), fmk,k(f s(d))
)
= limk→∞ ρ(ak, bk) = β. This implies that
lim sup
n→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(f s(c)), fn(f s(d))
)
= β. (‡)
Since n divides all sufficiently large integers in M, we obtain that
lim supk→∞ ρ
(
(fn)k(f s(c)), (fn)k(f s(d))
)
= β for each n ≥ 1.
Therefore, by taking s = 0, Part (2) holds as an easy consequence of Part (1). The fact (‡) will be
used in proving Part (4) later.
For all positive integers r and m, since
S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ · · · ∪ S(r) ⊂
⋃ℓ
j=1
{
K
(j,ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ϕ(ℓ))
α0α1α2···αℓ : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
}
for each integer ℓ ≥ r,
and since, for each integer ℓ ≥ max{r,m},
kℓ,1+m ∈M and f
kℓ,1+m
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{
K
(j,ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ϕ(ℓ))
α0α1α2···αℓ : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
⊂ Vnℓ(vm),
and since Vnℓ(vm) shrinks to the point vm as nℓ tends to ∞, we obtain that, for each integer r ≥ 1,
the union S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ · · · ∪ S(r) is M-synchronouly proximal to vm for each m ≥ 1
which establishes Part (3).
For any integers r ≥ 1, m ≥ 1, s ≥ 0 and all ℓ ≥ max{r,m, s}, it follows from the definitions
of kℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s and kℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s and (respectively) the corresponding compact
sets (with nonempty interiors)
K
(j,ℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s)
α0α1α2···αℓ
(
⊃ K
(j,ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ϕ(ℓ)
α0α1α2···αℓ ), αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, and
K
(j,ℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s)
α0α1α2···αℓ
(
⊃ K
(j,ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ϕ(ℓ)
α0α1α2···αℓ ), αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ,
that
fkℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(
f s(S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ S(3) ∪ · · · ∪ S(r))
)
⊂ fkℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{
f s(K
(j,ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ϕ(ℓ))
α0α1α2···αℓ ) : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
⊂ fkℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{
f s(K
(j,ℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s)
α0α1α2···αℓ ) : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
⊂ Gs,nℓ(xm) and f
kℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s(xm) ∈ Gs,nℓ(xm),(
and so, f s(S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ S(3) ∪ · · · ∪ S(r)) is dynamically synchronously proximal to xm
)
, and
fkℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(
f s(S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ S(3) ∪ · · · ∪ S(r))
)
⊂ fkℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{
f s(K
(j,ℓ,(2ℓ2+3ℓ+1)+ϕ(ℓ))
α0α1α2···αℓ ) : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
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⊂ fkℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(⋃ℓ
j=1
{
f s(K
(j,ℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s)
α0α1α2···αℓ ) : αi = 0, 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
})
⊂ Ĝs,nℓ(xm) and f
kℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s(xm) ∈ Gs,nℓ(xm).
Therefore, we obtain that, for any point x in S(1) ∪ S(2) ∪ S(3) ∪ · · · ∪ S(r),
fkℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−2)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(
{f s(x), xm}
)
⊂ Gs,nℓ(xm) and
fkℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s
(
f s(x)
)
∈ Ĝs,nℓ(xm) and f
kℓ,1+ℓ+(2m−1)(ℓ+1)+1+s(xm) ∈ Gs,nℓ(xm).
Since the diameter of the set Gs,nℓ(xm) shrinks to zero as nℓ tends to ∞, we obtain that
lim infn→∞ ρ
(
fn(f s(x)), fn(xm)
)
= 0. Furthermore, since, by the choices of Ĝs,nℓ(xm)’s, we have
limℓ→∞ dist
(
Ĝs,nℓ(xm), Gs, nℓ(xm)
)
≥ β/2 and so, we obtain that lim supn→∞ ρ
(
fn(f s(x)), fn(xm)
)
≥
β/2. This confirms Part (4).
Now suppose f has a fixed point z in X . In the following, we shall use the above fact (‡) with
s ≥ 0 to prove the existence of invariant δ-scrambled sets of f in X , where δ ≥ 0.
Let v1 = z, a fixed point of f , v2 = u, a transitive point of f , and, for each n ≥ 3, let vn = f
n−2(u)
(redundant). Let S(1), S(2), S(3), · · · , be the resulting Cantor sets of totally transitive points of f ,
M the resulting infinite set of positive integers, S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j), the resulting β-scrambled sets (with
respect to M) of f obtained by arguing as above with respect to the set {v1, v2, v3, · · · }.
Let c and d be any (may be identical) points in S and let t ≥ s ≥ 0 be any integers.
Since, for each ℓ ≥ 1, the union
⋃ℓ
j=1 S
(j) is M-synchronously proximal to v1 = z, so is the
set {c, d}. Let < m′i >i≥1 be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers in M such that
limm′i→∞ f
m′i(c) = v1 = z = limm′i→∞ f
m′i(d). Since z is a fixed point of f , we obtain that
lim inf
n→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(f s(c)), fn(f t(d))
)
= lim inf
n→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
f s(fn(c)), f t(fn(d))
)
= 0. (††)
Suppose t > s ≥ 0. Since v2 = u is a transitive point of f , we obtain that, for any 0 ≤ n1 < n2,
fn1(u) 6= fn2(u). Since, for each ℓ ≥ 1, the union
⋃ℓ
j=1 S
(j) is also M-synchronously proximal to
v2 = u, there exist a strictly increasing sequence < mk >k≥1 of positive integers in M such that,
for each k ≥ 1, the points fmk(c) and fmk(d) are so close to u that
fmk
(
f s(c)
)
= f s
(
fmk(c)
)
≈ f s(u), fmk
(
f t(d)
)
= f t
(
fmk(d)
)
≈ f t(u) and
ρ
(
fmk(f s(c)), fmk(f t(d))
)
≈ ρ
(
f s(u), f t(u)
)
>
1
2
ρ
(
f s(u), f t(u)
)
> 0.
Therefore, we obtain that lim supn→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(f s(c)), fn(f t(d))
)
> 0 when t > s ≥ 0. On the other
hand, if c 6= d and {c, d} ⊂ S, then it follows from Part (2) that lim supn→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(f s(c)), fn(f s(d))
)
=
β > 0.
These, combined with the above (††), imply that the set Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S) is a dense invariant
0-scrambled set (with respect to M) of totally transitive points of f in X . Since, for each n ≥ 1,
n divides all sufficiently large positive integers in M, we obtain that the set Ŝ is an invariant
0-scrambled set of fn for each n ≥ 1.
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Finally, suppose f has a fixed point z and δ = inf
{
δn = sup{ρ(f
n(x), x) : x ∈ X} : n ≥ 1
}
is
> 0. Then f is not uniformly rigid. It follows from [10] that f has an invariant ε-scrambled set for
some ε > 0. Here, we show that there exists an invariant δ-scrambled set of fn for each n ≥ 1.
For any positive integers n and k, let cn, k be a point in X such that ρ
(
fn(cn, k), cn, k
)
> δn−1/k.
Since f is a continuous weakly mixing map on X , it follows from the above that f has totally
transitive points in X . Therefore, for each m ≥ 1, fm is transitive on X and so, fm(X ) is dense in
X . Consequently, for each n ≥ 1, each m ≥ 1 and each k ≥ 1, there exists a point cn,m,k in X such
that the point fm(cn,m,k) is so close to cn,k that
ρ
(
fn(fm(cn,m,k)), f
m(cn,m,k)
)
> δn − 1/k. (⋆ ⋆ ⋆)
For each n ≥ 1 and each k ≥ 1, let cn,0,k = cn,k. Then the above inequality (⋆ ⋆ ⋆) holds for all
n ≥ 1, m ≥ 0 and all k ≥ 1. Let v1 = z. We arrange these countably infinitely many points
cn,m,k, n ≥ 1, m ≥ 0, k ≥ 1, in a sequence and call this sequence v2, v3, v4, · · · (note that we have
defined v1 = z) and let S
(1), S(2), S(3), · · · , be the resulting Cantor sets of totally transitive points
of f , M the resulting infinite set of positive integers, S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j), the resulting β-scrambled set
(with respect to M) of f obtained by arguing as above with respect to the set {v1, v2, v3, · · · }.
Let c and d be any (may be identical) points in S and let t ≥ s ≥ 0 be any integers.
Since v1 = z is a fixed point of f and since the set {c, d} isM-synchronously proximal to v1 = z,
we easily obtain that
lim inf
n→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(f s(c)), fn(f t(d))
)
= 0. (‡‡)
On the other hand, suppose t > s ≥ 0. Since the set {c, d} isM-synchronously proximal to vi for
each i ≥ 1, {c, d} isM-synchronously proximal to cn,m,k for each n ≥ 1, each m ≥ 0, and each k ≥ 1.
Consequently, for each k ≥ 1, there exists a strictly increasing sequence < rℓ,k >ℓ≥1, depending on s
and t, of positive integers inM such that limℓ→∞ f
rℓ,k(c) = limℓ→∞ f
rℓ,k(d) = ct−s,s,k. In particular,
for each k ≥ 1, we have
lim supn→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(f t(c)), fn(f s(d))
)
≥ limℓ→∞ ρ
(
f rℓ,k(f t(c)), f rℓ,k(f s(d))
)
= limℓ→∞ ρ
(
f t(f rℓ,k(c)), f s(f rℓ,k(d))
)
= ρ
(
f t(ct−s,s,k), f
s(ct−s,s,k)
)
= ρ
(
f t−s(f s(ct−s,s,k)), f
s(ct−s,s,k)
)
> δt−s −
1
k
≥ δ − 1
k
which implies that lim supn→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(f t(c)), fn(f s(d))
)
≥ δ when t > s ≥ 0. Furthermore, if c 6= d
and {c, d} ⊂ S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j), then, it follows from Part (1) that lim supn→∞
n∈M
ρ
(
fn(f s(c)), fn(f s(d))
)
=
β ≥ δ.
These, combined with the above (‡‡), implies that the set Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S) is a dense invariant
δ-scrambled set (with respect to M) of totally transitive points of f in X . Since, for each n ≥ 1, n
divides all sufficiently large positive integers inM, we obtain that Ŝ is a dense invariant δ-scrambled
set of fn for each n ≥ 1. 
We say that f is (topologically) mixing if, for any nonempty open sets U and V , there exists a
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positive integer N such that fk(U) ∩ V 6= ∅ for all k ≥ N . We note that continuous mixing maps
have similar results as those for continuous weakly mixing maps except that
(1) for continuous mixing maps, the scrambled sets (invariant or not) can be obtained with
respect to any given countably infinitely many infinite sets of positive integers while those for
continuous weakly mixing maps are with respect to some infinite sets of positive integers and
(2) the points xi’s for continuous mixing maps f have nonempty ω-limit sets instead of having
compact orbit closures Of(xi)’s for continuous weakly mixing maps.
Suppose f is a continuous mixing map on X . Then
for any n ≥ 2, any pairwise disjoint nonempty compact sets K1, K2, · · · , Kn with
nonempty interiors and any nonempty open sets V1, V2, · · · , Vn in X , there exists (*)
a positive integer N such that fk
(
Ki
)
∩ Vi 6= ∅ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and all k ≥ N .
To prove the following similar results for continuous mixing maps, we can modify the proof of
Theorem 4 with Lemma 3(1) replaced by the above fact (*) and with Lemma 3(2) replaced by the
above (*) and something else [7]. For convenience, we call the steps at the ℓth stage, for each ℓ ≥ 1,
in the proof of Theorem 4 original steps and leave the original first step alone and call
the group of the original second step to the original (ℓ+ 1)st step the original group 1,
the group of the original (ℓ+ 2)nd step to the original (2ℓ2 + 3ℓ+ 1)st step the original group 2,
the group of all the original steps right after the original (2ℓ2 + 3ℓ+ 1)st step the original group 3.
For any infinite set M of positive integers and any positive integer j, let jM = {jm : m ∈M}.
LetM1,M2,M3, · · · , be any sequence of infinite sets of positive integers. For each ℓ ≥ 1, at the ℓ
th
stage, we modify the original group 1 by choosing, at each step, the respective kℓ,··· to be an (ever
increasing) integer in M1 instead of being divisible by ℓ!. Then right after this modified group 1,
we insert ℓ−1 groups of steps each of which is similar to the just modified group 1 in the way that,
for 2 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, in the (j − 1)st inserted group, we choose, at each step, the respective kℓ,··· to be
an (ever increasing) integer in jM1 instead of being divisible by ℓ!. So far, we obtain ℓ groups of
steps, each group consists of ℓ steps.
Now, right after these ℓ groups of steps, we insert another similar ℓ groups of steps in the way
that, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, the respective integers kℓ,···’s in the j
th group are all in jM2, and then
followed by another ℓ groups of steps in the way that, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, the respective integers
kℓ,···’s in the j
th group are all in jM3, · · · , until the final ℓ groups of steps in the way that, for each
1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, the respective integers kℓ,···’s in the j
th group are all in jMℓ.
So we have ℓ · ℓ new groups of steps (each group consists of ℓ steps) followed by the original
group 2 which are related to the points xm’s with nonempty ω-limit sets. If x0 is a point in X
with an ω-limit point y0, then, since every open neighborhood V0 of y0 contains f
k(x0) for infinitely
many k’s, we modify the original group 2 which are pertaining to the point x0 by replacing Lemma
3(2) with the above fact (*) by letting Vi = V0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n or Vi = V̂0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
replacing the open set Gs(x0) in Lemma 3(2) with V0. See [7] for details.
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Finally, for each ℓ ≥ 1, at the ℓth stage, we modify the original group 3 as we just did for the
original group 1 by choosing, at each step in the the original group 3, the respective kℓ,··· to be an
(ever increasing) integer in M1 instead of being divisible by ℓ!. Then we insert successively ℓ − 1
groups of steps similar to the just modified group 3 such that, for 2 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, in the (j−1)st inserted
group, we choose, at each step, the respective (ever increasing) integers kℓ,··· from the given set
jM1. So far, right after the modified group 2, we obtain
ℓ new groups of steps each group consists of (ℓ+ 1) · (ℓ+ 1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1
steps.
We mimick these ℓ new groups of steps pertaining to M1, 2M1, 3M1, · · · , ℓM1 respectively by
replacing M1, at each step of these ℓ new groups, with M2,M3, · · · ,Mℓ successively and obtain
ℓ new groups of steps with all relevant integers kℓ,···’s in M2, 2M2, 3M2, · · · , ℓM2 respectively and
ℓ new groups of steps with all relevant integers kℓ,···’s in M3, 2M3, 3M3, · · · , ℓM3 respectively
and so on and so forth until we obtain
ℓ new groups of steps with all relevant integers kℓ,···’s in Mℓ, 2Mℓ, 3Mℓ, · · · , ℓMℓ respectively.
In summary, at the ℓth stage, we have totally 1+ ℓ · ℓ · (ℓ)+2ℓ(ℓ+1)+ ℓ · ℓ ·
(
(ℓ+1) · (ℓ+1)ℓ·2
ℓ+1)
steps. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4. We omit the details.
Theorem 5. Let M1,M2,M3, · · · , be a sequence of infinite sets of positive integers and let (X , ρ)
be an infinite separable locally compact metric space with metric ρ and let f : X → X be a continuous
mixing map. Let β and δ be defined by putting
β =
{
∞, if X is unbounded,
diam(X ) = sup
{
ρ(x, y) : {x, y} ⊂ X
}
, if X is bounded,
and
δ = inf
n≥1
{
sup{ρ
(
fn(x), x
)
: x ∈ X}
}
.
Let {v1, v2, v3, · · · } be a countably infinite subset of X (later when f has fixed points, after we
have shown that f is totally transitive, we shall choose these points vi’s to prove the existence of
invariant scrambled sets of f) and let (if any) {x1, x2, x3, · · · } be a countably infinite set of points
in X with some ω-limit points. Then δ > 0 and there exist countably infinitely many pairwise
disjoint Cantor sets S(1), S(2), S(3), · · · of totally transitive points of f in X such that
(1) for any integers k ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, s ≥ 0, t ≥ 1, and any distinct points a1, a2, a3, · · · , ak in
S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j), the set {F nmt+sk
(
(a1, a2, a3, · · · , ak)
)
: mt ∈ Mt} is dense in Xk = X × X ×
· · · × X (k times), where Fk : Xk −→ Xk is the map defined by Fk
(
(x1, x2, x3, · · · , xk)
)
=(
f(x1), f(x2), f(x3), · · · , f(xk)
)
. In particular, by taking s = 0, the point (a1, a2, · · · , ak) is a
totally transitive point of Fk;
(2) the set S =
⋃∞
j=1 S
(j) is a dense β-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n in X
for all n ≥ 1;
(3) for any integers r ≥ 1 and s ≥ 0, the set
⋃r
j=1 S
(j) is (nMt)-synchronously proximal to vm
for all t ≥ 1, all n ≥ 1 and all m ≥ 1 and the set f s
(⋃r
j=1 S
(j)
)
is dynamically synchronously
proximal to xm for all m ≥ 1;
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(4) for any point x in the set {x1, x2, x3, · · · } and any point c in the set Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S), we have
lim inf
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(c)
)
= 0 and lim sup
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(c)
)
≥ β/2,
i.e., {x, c} is a (β/2)-scrambled set of f in X ;
(5) if f has a fixed point, then the above Cantor sets S(1),S(2),S(3), · · · of totally transitive points
of f can be chosen so that Parts (1), (2), (3) & (4) hold and, the set Ŝ =
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S) is a
dense invariant δ-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n in X for all n ≥ 1.
Let f be a continuous transitive map on an interval I. It is well-known that if f 2 is also
transitive on I then f is a mixing map on I. In the following, we apply Theorem 5 to show that
every continuous transitive map on an interval has a dense βˆ-scrambled set and a dense invariant
δˆ-scrambled set for some positive numbers βˆ ≥ δˆ ([7]).
Corollary 6. Let M1,M2,M3, · · · be a sequence of infinite sets of positive integers and let I
denote one of the following intervals: (a, b), (a, b], [a, b), [a, b], (−∞, b), (−∞, b], (a,∞), [a,∞)
and (−∞,∞), where a < b are real numbers, and let f : I −→ I be a continuous transitive map.
Then the following hold:
(1) if f 2 is transitive on I, then there exists a set S which is a union of countably infinitely many
Cantor sets of totally transitive points of f such that S is a dense (sup I − inf I)-scrambled
set (with respect to Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n in I for all n ≥ 1 and
⋃∞
i=0 f
i(S) is a dense
invariant δ-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n in I for all n ≥ 1, where
δ = infn≥1{supx∈I |f
n(x)− x|};
(2) if f 2 is not transitive on I and z˘ is the unique fixed point of f in I, then there exist a dense
set S1 of totally transitive points of f
2 in I ∩ (−∞, z˘] and a dense set S2 of totally transitive
points of f 2 in I ∩ [z˘,∞), both of which are unions of countably infinitely many Cantor sets,
such that S1 ∪ S2 is a dense βmin-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n
in I for all n ≥ 1 and, for each k = 1, 2, Ŝk ∪ f(Ŝk), where Ŝk =
⋃∞
i=0 f
2i(Sk), is a dense
invariant δmin-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n in I for all n ≥ 1,
where βmin = min{z˘ − inf I, sup I − z˘} and δmin = min
{
infn≥1{supx∈I∩(−∞,z˘] |f
2n(x) − x|},
infn≥1{supx∈I∩[z˘,∞) |f
2n(x)− x|}
}
.
Proof. If f 2 is transitive on I, then f is mixing. So, Part (1) follows from Theorem 5. In the
following, we assume that f is transitive but not f 2 on I. Then it is well-known that there exists
a unique fixed point z˘ of f which lies in the interior of I such that f
(
I ∩ (−∞, z˘]
)
⊂ I ∩ [z˘,∞)
and f
(
I ∩ [z˘,∞)
)
⊂ I ∩ (−∞, z˘] and, on each of the intervals I ∩ (−∞, z˘] and I ∩ [z˘,∞), f 2 is
transitive and has at least two fixed points (the unique fixed point z˘ of f and a period-2 point of f)
and so f 2 is mixing. It follows from Theorem 5 that both δ1 = infn≥1
{
supx∈I∩(−∞,z˘] |f
2n(x)− x|
}
and δ2 = infn≥1
{
supx∈I∩[z˘,∞) |f
2n(x)− x|
}
are positive.
Since f 2 is mixing on I ∩ (−∞, z˘] and on I ∩ [z˘,∞), we have
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for any n ≥ 2, any pairwise disjoint nonempty compact intervals K
(1)
1 , K
(1)
2 , · · · , K
(1)
n
and any nonempty open intervals V
(1)
1 , V
(1)
2 , · · · , V
(1)
n in I ∩ (−∞, z˘], and any pairwise
disjoint nonempty compact intervals K
(2)
1 , K
(2)
2 , · · · , K
(2)
n and any nonempty open (**)
intervals V
(2)
1 , V
(2)
2 , · · · , V
(2)
n in I ∩ [z˘,∞), there exists a positive integer N such that
fk
(
K
(j)
i
)
∩ V
(j)
i 6= ∅ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, all j = 1, 2 and all k ≥ N .
By choosing v
(1)
1 = z˘ and appropriate v
(1)
2 , v
(1)
3 , v
(1)
4 , · · · in I ∩ (−∞.z˘], and v
(2)
1 = z˘ and appro-
priate v
(2)
2 , v
(2)
3 , v
(2)
4 , · · · in I ∩ [z˘,∞) and by mimicking the arguments in the proof of Theorem 4
with Lemma 3(1) replaced by the above fact (**) to the map f 2 on both I ∩ (−∞, z˘] and I ∩ [z˘,∞)
synchronously, we obtain that there exist dense sets S1 and S2 of totally transitive points of f
2 in
I ∩ (−∞, z˘] and in I ∩ [z˘,∞) respectively both of which are unions of countably infinitely many
Cantor sets such that
(a) for all n ≥ 1, S1 is a dense (z˘− inf I)-scrambled set (with respect toMt for all t ≥ 1) of (f
2)n
and Ŝ1 =
⋃
i≥0 f
2i(S1) is a dense invariant δ1-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for all t ≥ 1)
of (f 2)n in I ∩ (−∞, z˘], S2 is a dense (sup I − z˘)-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for all
t ≥ 1) of (f 2)n and Ŝ2 =
⋃
i≥0 f
2i(S2) is a dense invariant δ2-scrambled set (with respect to
Mt for all t ≥ 1) of (f
2)n in I ∩ [z˘,∞);
(b) for any integers n ≥ 1, s ≥ 0, any two distinct points u1 and u2 in S2, and all t ≥ 1, the
set {
(
f 2 × f 2
)nmt+s(
(u1, u2)
)
: mt ∈ Mt} is dense in
(
I ∩ [z˘,∞)
)
×
(
I ∩ [z˘,∞)
)
and the set
{(f 2)nmt(u2) : mt ∈Mt} is dense in I ∩ [z˘,∞) and
(c) for any n ≥ 1, any two distinct points u1 and u2 in S1
⋃
S2, and all t ≥ 1, the set {u1, u2} is
(nMt)-synchronously proximal (with respect to f
2) to the unique fixed point z˘ of f in I, and
so, for any two distinct points w1 and w2 in Ŝ1
⋃
Ŝ2, the set {w1, w2} is (nMt)-synchronously
proximal (with respect to f) to the fixed point z˘ of f .
In the following, we shall show that, S1 ∪ S2 is a dense βmin-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt
for all t ≥ 1) of fn in I for all n ≥ 1 and both Ŝ1 ∪ f(Ŝ1) and Ŝ2 ∪ f(Ŝ2) are dense invariant
δmin-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n in I for all n ≥ 1.
Let u and u′ be any two distinct points in S1 ∪ S2.
If both u and u′ lie in the set S1, then, since S1 is a dense (z˘− inf I)-scrambled set (with respect
to Mt for all t ≥ 1) of (f
2)n for all n ≥ 1, {u, u′} is a (z˘ − inf I)-scrambled set (with respect to
2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n for all n ≥ 1. If both u and u′ lie in the set S2, then, since S2 is a dense
(sup I − z˘)-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for all t ≥ 1) of (f
2)n for all n ≥ 1, {u, u′} is a dense
(sup I − z˘)-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n for all n ≥ 1.
Now, suppose u ∈ S1 and u
′ ∈ S2. If follows from (c) above that, for each n ≥ 1 and all t ≥ 1,
{u, u′} is (nMt)-synchronously proximal (with respect to f
2) to the fixed point z˘ of f . So, we
obtain that 0 ≤ lim infmt→∞
mt∈Mt
∣∣(f 2n)mt(u)− (f 2n)mt(u′)∣∣ = lim infmt→∞
mt∈Mt
∣∣(f 2)nmt(u)− (f 2)nmt(u′)∣∣ =
z˘ − z˘ = 0. On the other hand, it is clear that, for all i ≥ 0, f i(u) and f i(u′) lie on opposite sides of
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z˘. Since, by (b) above, the set {(f 2)nmt(u′) : mt ∈Mt} is dense in I∩ [z˘,∞) for all n ≥ 1 and t ≥ 1,
and since the orbit of u with respect to f 2 is contained entirely in I ∩ (−∞, z˘], we easily obtain that
lim supmt→∞
mt∈Mt
∣∣(f 2n)mt(u)−(f 2n)mt(u′)∣∣ = lim supmt→∞
mt∈Mt
∣∣(f 2)nmt(u)−(f 2)nmt(u′)∣∣ ≥ sup I−z˘ ≥ βmin.
Therefore, if u ∈ S1 and u
′ ∈ S2, then {u, u
′} is a βmin-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for
all t ≥ 1) of (f 2)n for all n ≥ 1 and so, {u, u′} is a βmin-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt for all
t ≥ 1) of fn for all n ≥ 1.
This confirms that S1 ∪ S2 is a dense βmin-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of
fn in I for all n ≥ 1.
We now show that the set Ŝ2∪f(Ŝ2)
(
Ŝ1∪f(Ŝ1) respectively
)
is a dense invariant δmin-scrambled
set (with respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n in I for all n ≥ 1.
Let w and w′ be any two distinct points in Ŝ2 ∪ f(Ŝ2).
If both w and w′ lie in the set Ŝ2, then, since Ŝ2 is a δ2-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for
all t ≥ 1) of (f 2)n in I ∩ [z˘,∞) for all n ≥ 1, we obtain that {w,w′} is a δ2-scrambled set (with
respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n for all n ≥ 1.
If both w and w′ lie in the set f(Ŝ2), then there exist two points wˆ and wˆ
′ in S2 ⊂ I ∩ [z˘,∞) and
two odd integers i ≥ j ≥ 0 such that f i(wˆ) = w and f j(wˆ′) = w′, where either wˆ 6= wˆ′ or, wˆ = wˆ′
and i > j ≥ 0. We have 2 cases to consider:
Case 1. wˆ 6= wˆ′ and i ≥ j ≥ 0. In this case, let a1, a2, a3, · · · be a strictly decreasing sequence of
points in I ∩ (−∞, z˘] such that limk→∞ ak = inf I and let < bk >k≥1 be a sequence of points in I ∩
[z˘,∞) such that f j(bk) = ak for all k ≥ 1. Since, by (b) above, for each n ≥ 1 and each t ≥ 1, the set
{(f 2×f 2)nmt
(
(wˆ, wˆ′)
)
: mt ∈Mt} is dense in Iˆ× Iˆ, where Iˆ = I∩[z˘,∞), we see that, for each k ≥ 1
and each t ≥ 1, there exists two sequences < mt,ℓ >ℓ≥1 and < m
′
k,t,ℓ >ℓ≥1 of integers inMt such that
limℓ→∞(f
2 × f 2)nmt,ℓ
(
(wˆ, wˆ′)
)
= (z˘, z˘) and limℓ→∞(f
2 × f 2)nm
′
k,t,ℓ
(
(wˆ, wˆ′)
)
= (z˘, bk). Consequently,
since limℓ→∞(f
2 × f 2)nmt,ℓ(w,w′) = limℓ→∞(f
2 × f 2)nmt,ℓ
(
f i(wˆ), f j(wˆ′)
)
=
(
f i(z˘), f j(z˘)
)
= (z˘, z˘)
and since limℓ→∞(f
2 × f 2)nm
′
k,t,ℓ(w,w′) = limℓ→∞(f
2 × f 2)nm
′
k,t,ℓ
(
f i(wˆ), f j(wˆ′)
)
=
(
f i(z˘), f j(bk)
)
=
(z˘, ak) and limk→∞ ak = inf I, we obtain that {w,w
′} is a (z˘− inf I)-scrambled set (with respect to
Mt for all t ≥ 1) of (f
2)n. Therefore, {w,w′} is a (z˘ − inf I)-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt
for all t ≥ 1) of fn for all n ≥ 1.
Case 2. wˆ = wˆ′ and i > j ≥ 0. In this case, for any k ≥ 1, let ak be a point in I ∩ (−∞, z˘] such
that |f i−j(ak)−ak| >
(
supx∈I∩(−∞,z˘] |f
2(i−j)(x)−x|
)
−1/k and let bk be a point in I∩[z˘,∞) such that
f j(bk) = ak. Since, by (b) above, for each n ≥ 1 and each t ≥ 1, the set {(f
2)nmt(wˆ) : mt ∈Mt} is
dense in I∩ [z˘,∞), we see that, for each k ≥ 1 and each t ≥ 1, there exist two sequences < mt,ℓ >ℓ≥1
and < m′′k,t,ℓ >ℓ≥1 of integers inMt such that limℓ→∞(f
2)nmt,ℓ(wˆ) = z˘ and limℓ→∞(f
2)nm
′′
k,t,ℓ(wˆ) = bk
for each k ≥ 1. Consequently, we obtain that 0 ≤ lim infmt→∞
mt∈Mt
|(f 2n)mt(w) − (f 2n)mt(w′)| ≤
limℓ→∞ |(f
2)nmt,ℓ
(
f i(wˆ)
)
− (f 2)nmt,ℓ
(
f j(wˆ)
)
| = f i(z˘) − f j(z˘) = 0 and lim supmt→∞
mt∈Mt
|(f 2n)mt(w) −
(f 2n)mt(w′)| ≥ limℓ→∞ |(f
2)nm
′′
k,t,ℓ(w) − (f 2)nm
′′
k,t,ℓ(w′)| = |f i(bk) − f
j(bk)| = |f
i−j(ak) − ak| >
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(
supx∈I∩(−∞,z˘] |f
2(i−j)(x)− x|
)
− 1/k for all k ≥ 1. By letting k tend to ∞, we obtain that
lim supmt→∞ |(f
2n)mt(w)− (f 2n)mt(w′)| ≥ supx∈I∩(−∞,z˘] |f
2(i−j)(x)− x| ≥ δ1 (with respect to Mt).
This implies that {w,w′} is a δ1-scrambled set (with respect to Mt for all t ≥ 1) of (f
2)n for all
n ≥ 1 and so, {w,w′} is a δ1-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n for all n ≥ 1.
Now suppose w ∈ Ŝ2 and w
′ ∈ f(Ŝ2). Let wˆ and wˆ
′ be points in S2 such that f
k(wˆ) = w and
f j(wˆ′) = w′ for some even k ≥ 0 and some odd j ≥ 1. Since both wˆ and wˆ′ lie in S2, it follows
from (c) above that, for each n ≥ 1 and each t ≥ 1,
{
wˆ, wˆ′
}
is (nMt)-synchronously proximal
(with respect to f 2) to the fixed point z˘ of f . Consequently, there exists a sequence < m′′′n,t,ℓ >ℓ≥1
of integers in Mt such that limℓ→∞(f
2)nm
′′′
n,t,ℓ(wˆ) = z˘ = limℓ→∞(f
2)nm
′′′
n,t,ℓ(wˆ′). Therefore, we have
0 ≤ lim infmt→∞
mt∈Mt
∣∣(f 2)nmt(w)− (f 2)nmt(w′)∣∣ ≤ limℓ→∞ ∣∣(f 2)nm′′′n,t,ℓ(fk(wˆ))− (f 2)nm′′′n,t,ℓ(f j(wˆ′))∣∣ = 0.
On the other hand, it is clear that, for each i ≥ 0, f i(w) and f i(w′) lie on opposite sides of z˘.
Since, by (b) above, for each n ≥ 1 and each t ≥ 1, the set {(f 2)nmt(w) : mt ∈ Mt} is dense in
I ∩ [z˘,∞) and since the orbit Of2n(w
′) of w′ with respect to f 2n is contained entirely in I ∩ (−∞, z˘],
we easily obtain that lim supmt→∞
mt∈Mt
∣∣(f 2)nmt(w)− (f 2)nmt(w′)∣∣ ≥ sup I − z˘ ≥ δmin.
This implies that if w ∈ Ŝ2 and w
′ ∈ f(Ŝ2) then {w,w
′} is a δmin-scrambled set (with respect to
Mt for all t ≥ 1) of (f
2)n for all n ≥ 1 and so, {w,w′} is a δmin-scrambled set (with respect to 2Mt
for all t ≥ 1) of fn for all n ≥ 1.
Therefore, Ŝ2 ∪ f(Ŝ2)
(
and similarly Ŝ1 ∪ f(Ŝ1)
)
is a dense invariant δmin-scrambled set (with
respect to 2Mt for all t ≥ 1) of f
n in I for all n ≥ 1. 
Remark. Let (X , ρ) be an infinite metric space with metric ρ and let f : X −→ X be a continuous
map. In [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18] (see also [19]), we say that f is a chaotic map if there exists a
positive number η such that, for any point x and any nonempty open set V (not necessarily an
open neighborhood of x) in X , there exists a point y in V such that
lim inf
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
= 0 and lim sup
n→∞
ρ
(
fn(x), fn(y)
)
≥ η.
In light of Theorem 4, we obtain that if X is an infinite compact metric space (without isolated
points), then every continuous weakly mixing map f from X into itself is chaotic.
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